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I .—Report of a visit made to the supposed Coal Field at Bidjeegurh

(Vijayagadha) . By Mr. George Osborne, Sub. Dep. Opium

Agent, Benares division.

The existence of coal fields in the perguna of Bidjeegurh, has from

time to time been reported, by an individual of the name of Hyland,

who, from self-interested motives, long refused to disclose the locality,

but at length announced by letter to Capt. Stewart, Fort Adjutant,

at Chunar, his willingness to disclose the site of the mine, to any

person that Government might be pleased to appoint for that purpose.

3. On the occasion of the visit of the Right Honorable the Gover-

nor General to Chunar, in November last, his Lordship was pleased to

honor me with his commands to proceed to the Bidjeegurh pergunas,

to examine and report upon the nature and extent of Mr. Hyland’s

discoveries.

4. In obedience to these instructions, I accordingly left Chunar on

Monday morning the 27th of November last, and arrived at Bidjeegurh

on the 1st of December.

5. In the 3rd para, of the letter to which reference has been al-

ready made, Mr. Hyland states : “ The place from which my speci-

mens are supplied, is situated about 8 miles southeast of Bidjeegurh

fort, and about half a mile east from an unfrequented pass called Umlah

Ghat : it is there found in a stratum 3 feet thick, &c.”

6. In his depositions before Mr. Woodcock, dated 23rd August,

1837, (vide page 33,) he further states : “ I discovered good coal 3^

miles southeast of the village of Kodie in the jungle, and I brought away
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a handful : the vein of coal was 3 feet thick, 1 foot and 4 from the sur-

face, and running horizontally.”

7. Accordingly, my first attention was directed to this locality, to

which Mr. Hyland undertook to conduct me. On the 2nd Decem-

ber, therefore, in company with him I descended the Umlah Ghat. On
the 3rd Mr. Hyland pointed out two spots, where, he then stated to

me “ he had been informed, that coal had been excavated, on some

former occasion, but that he himself had never obtained ocular de-

monstration of its presence.”

8. At the first of these two places, unpromising as it appeared, I com-

menced excavations, at a spot laid down from observed bearings. In the

accompanying sketch it is marked f, and lies at the foot of a perpendicu-

lar precipice, over which in the rains a torrent is precipitated, and which

in the course of time, has worn away the rock, so as fully to develop

the stratification. At the base of this fall, is seen a vein of what I con-

sider to be hard flinty shale, which I find to possess a specific gravity

of from 2.33 to 2.547, and of which a brief examination is given below.

9. The width of this fall is about 100 feet, and its height about 80,

of which 60 feet, or perhaps more, from the top, are strata of sand-

stone ; then comes the vein of shale, running in nearly a horizontal di-

rection southeast by south, and varying in thickness from 12 to 14 feet :

the exposed surface appears to be a hard shale or flinty slate. I penetrat-

ed, for 8 or 10 feet below the mass, at right angles to its direction or

strike, and arrived at a hard sandstone. I then sunk a vertical shaft

but was stopped by a similar rock, about 3 feet below the surface. The

opening of a small cave presenting itself ou the left extremity, I had it

enlarged, hoping by this means to penetrate to the rear of the vein,

the cave was not more than 18 inches in height, and appeared to run

nearly horizontally. I was in hopes that the north side of the cave

would have afforded encouraging indications, but was disappointed,

meeting only with the same indurated slate- stone.

10. About 1000 or 1200 yards southeast of this spot, appears another

bed of shale, or rather perhaps another portion of the same bed, at the

base of the rock forming the bank of the adjoining nullah at g ; a

similar vein is also developed at h.

1 1 . The nullah at g runs through the formation, which appears

at intervals on the abrupt face of the banks of the nullah on either

side. About g the formation is exposed for about 14 feet in perpen-

dicular height ; it is composed of thin alternate undulating strata of a

flinty slate and a species of indurated clay of about half an inch to 2

inches in thickness ; it is harder as it approaches the bottom of the
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nullah, where it seems to pass into a hard bluish-black sandstone ; it is

there exceedingly hard, requiring several smai't blows with the hammer

before a fracture can be effected. The formation about the bed of the

nullah is singular ; it is composed of a quartzoze rock, or a saccharoid

quartz, in distinct granular concretions, emerging at angles varying

from 13-jL° to 35°, but dipping south upon the northern side of the

nullah, and dipping north, from the other side, at angles varying from

31£° to 461°.

12. The bed of the nullah is composed of rolled boulders of flinty

slate, passing into a very hard sandstone. The strata of shale are near-

ly horizontal, gently undulating, and as they disappear from one bank

of the nullah, they reappear at no great distance upon the opposite

side, thus alternately appearing and disappearing throughout the whole

length of the nullah. The same general formation holds good, wherever

I have here examined. The vein appears as if crushed by the vast

super-imposed weight of sandstone, which here towers up to about 6 or

700 feet.

13. The inclined strata of quartzoze rock, as shewn above, in

many cases, run obliquely across the bed of the nullah, presenting a

semi-cylindrical appearance, and almost appear as if constructed for a

centering, on which a tunnel was to be supported : the strata are con-

centric, and from three to six inches in thickness,—the formation is

hard,, heavy, bluish-black, mixed with shades of red, and appears to be

the connecting link between sandstone and flinty slate.

14. All the specimens of shale obtained here, were anxiously

assayed by the blow-pipe ; they are easily heated to redness, but do not

appear to contain any combustible matter in their composition
; with

alkalies, they fuse into a slightly green glass, denoting the presence of

siliceous matter, or oxide of iron.

15. Mr. Hyland next directed my attention to a spot marked a

in the sketch.

16. On commencing my examination here, I first proceeded to the

point b, an absolute precipice, of about 120 feet in depth by about 150

to 200 feet in breadth : over this in the rainy season, a torrent of some

magnitude is precipitated. The nullahs h f and g are themselves

mountain-torrents; they all however meet at b, and after a heavy and

continued shower, must fall with grand effect into the chasm below.

17. At this season of the year (December) the channel was nearly

dry ;
the stratification was consequently fully developed. Below the fall

is a stratum of hard shaly matter, exactly resembling that at f. This
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vein, also, is nearly horizontal, and to be penetrated only by great labour.

Blasting might be had recourse to, but for the tottering and overhang-

ing masses above. This operation however, would require much more

time than was at my command.

1 8. The bed of the nullah is composed of enormous masses, pre-

cipitated in the course of ages, from the summits of the eminences on

each side of the nullah. Some of the blocks contain possibly 1000 cubic

feet or more, the interstices are filled with boulders to an unknown

depth. The ridge b, a, c, runs southwest by wrest, the highest point

being at c ; the strata are nearly horizontal, and dip to the northwest,

at an angle varying from 8° to 13°
; the point c I estimate at 400

feet above the bed of the nullah, of which 60 or 70 leet from the

top is an absolute precipice ; thence to the nullah the slope is at an

angle of about 5°, and covered with jungle of the most dense descrip-

tion. The width of the ridge from c to d probably exceeds 800

yards. I followed the course of the nullah to f, where 1 found lime-

stone dipping southwest at an angle of 14° 20', and returned to camp

by a difficult pass at d, through the thickest grass and bamboo jungle

I ever beheld. A tiger sprung on one of my attendants near this

spot, but the man was rescued.

19. I next commenced a close examination of the point a, which,

however unlike the description, is the spot to which Mr. Hyland

alludes in his deposition (page 37, Quest. 15) where, he sajs, when

asked what obstacles he met with, they were “ Large stones and earth

which appeared to cover the spot. I did not dig and therefore cannot tell

what quantity, as I did not see the size of the stones clearly.” The

first glance, was sufficient to convince me that no human agency

had deposited the massive rocks, in the position I found them
; added

to which bamboos, and varieties of forest trees, the growth of years, had

firmly rooted themselves in the soil. A colony of wild bees had also

established themselves immediately above the spot ; their dislodgement

proved troublesome and caused some delay.

20. On the 6th December, I ascended to the precipitous crag,

about 150 feet or more above the bed of the nullah, and commenced

a careful examination of this spot. I here found shale in veins of

about a foot in thickness, alternating w ith sandstone. I penetrated

some little way into the veins, but from their hardness and position,

made but small progress ; the exposed part of the strata presenting the

same vertical plane, it was necessary to undermine the shale by remov-

ing the stratum immediately below', and this, being a very hard sand-

stone, was a matter of some difficulty.
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21. In this vicinity, I observed two or three small exudations of

petroleum. This was so far encouraging-, for Professor Jameson observes,

“ it generally flows from rocks of the coal formation, and usually

from the immediate vicinity of beds of coal, &c.” The surfaces of

projecting rocks below the springs are slightly coated with it, where,

from long exposure to the sun, it has become completely hard, but

without losing its characteristic smell.

22. On the 7th December, I continued the excavations on the face

of the rock ; dug down deeper and laid bare the original formation.

The whole of the space within the dotted line from a to b was now

laid bare, exhibiting only alternate strata of sandstone and shale. Into

one vein marked b, I penetrated as far as the workmen could well

act ; the roof of this vein was formed of a singular conglomerate of from

three to six inches in thickness : c is a vein of slate, which might

answer for roofing slate, as some of the lamina I broke out, were

nearly two feet in length.

23. Small plates of talc were separated from between the lamina

of slate, and some few on being split presented an appearance, as if

they had been covered with a coarse gold leaf.

24. The space from a to b is what Mr. Hyland imagines has been

artificially closed, and that it covered the entrance to a coal mine ; I

had in consequence, every particle of soil (which in my opinion is the

gradual accumulation of vegetable decomposition, mixed with earthy

particles fallen from the summit), removed to a depth of ten feet or

more, until I was stopped by the original sandstone rock at d.

25. I consider it to be a mere waste of time and money, to dig

deeper in that direction, and I am strengthened in this opinion from

examination of the formation about the fall. At b, between three and

400 yards north of the present excavations, and about 150 feet

below there exists nothing but hard flinty slate alternating with sand-

stone.

26. The veins of slate were traced along the surface of the rock

for about 100, or even 150 feet, without the slightest difference in

the general formation : several masses of a tubaceous limestone were

excavated, containing imbedded fragments of slate, and (apparently

)

traces of bones. I also found the bones of a human being, about 3

feet below the surface, but judging from their appearance they had lain

there for a century.

27. The above described excavations were made, entirely upon the

statements of Mr. Hyland ; he has failed in pointing out a spot, even

answering to the description given at pages 30 and 33 of his deposition.
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It is not possible to precipitate a mass of rock from the summit, so as

to remain on the spot marked a, at page 1 1 ; the ledge there is barely

broad enough for two men to pass abreast—in many places not for one

man to find sure footing.

28. I have now carefully examined the locality pointed out by Mr.

Hyland: (
vide sketch.) The strata from a to b may be called a

longitudinal section, laid bare to the fall at b ; it runs, doubtless under-

ground to i ; is exposed on alternate sides of the nullah to G, runs

underground to f, where a transverse section is exposed : an oblique

section is again seen at n. An imaginary horizontal section of these

parts, I estimate at about 600, or perhaps 700 feet below the summit

of the circumjacent crags, l and M, &c.

29. At k, page 4, is seen the mine of Kusis, (crude sulphate of

iron,) containing about 39 per cent, of the dry salt
:
(vide analysis, page

41.) The vein follows the curve at the bottom of the precipice, about

200 feet from the summit. I had not sufficient leisure to examine the

extent of the mine, but from general description, I learn the mineral may

be obtained in almost any quantity. It appears in the state of a fine

white efflorescence, commingled with the slaty matter of the matrix.

30. Mr. Hyland having thus failed in pointing out a deposit of

coal, or even the existence of the mineral, I did not consider myself

justified in remaining longer, especially, as one out of my three w'eeks

had thus expired, and so very unprofitably. I therefore left on the

9th December, ascended the narrow and difficult pass at m, impracti-

cable for beasts of burden, and reached Bidjeegurh in the evening.

Mr. Hyland however determined to remain behind at the late scene of

operations, with the view of regaining the entrance of some sup-

posed hidden mine. Mr. H. has distinctly acknowledged to me, that

he does not knoiv whence the specimens of coal he exhibited were

obtained ; he merely supposed them to have been dug out from the spot

lately examined by me : there I have determined, it does not exist : he

has moreover confessed to me, on two several occasions, and in direct

opposition to the 4th para, of his letter at page 31, that he had never

seen coal excavated from the Ghaggir nudee.

31. On Monday the 11th December, I marked out a spot in the

Samdha nullah, below the, now deserted, fortress of Bidjeegurh, erected

a bund, drained the enclosure and proceeded to denude a portion of

the bank, and expose the formation of “ bituminous marie slate,” which

I find abounds in all parts of the valley of the Ghaggir and Samdha,

and of which, my present locality was selected as a fair example of the

whole.
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32. I here prosecuted my researches until the evening of the 15th.

I penetrated to some depth below the bed of the nullah, and came to

what I am inclined to consider a primitive rock, without meeting with

the slightest indication of coal. The following sketch shews the result

of my labours. The dotted line a, b, is the outline of the face of the

nullah ; the strong line a c b, is the sectional line of the part removed,

exposing the strata as they occur.

•33. The rock which I found protruding at b, was so excessively

hard, that fragments were with great difficulty excavated ; the tools

from the Chunar magazine were broken
;
the common native imple-

ments were fractured at once
;
the rock exhibits numerous thread# of

iron, a specimen marked, I have the honor to forward. By analysis

I find it contains about 35 per cent, of iron ( vide page 44) ; the want,

however of a platinum crucible, alone, prevented my attempting a more

decisive analysis.

34. The recent fracture of the massive slate had a greenish-black

appearance
;

it was slaty, splintering with a glistening lustre ; when the

slate was drier, it was more of an Indigo-black. The upper surface of

the strata at c, was perfectly smooth, the line of separation between

that and the bituminous marie slate beautifully distinct : the strata

run northwest, dipping in that direction at 1° 40'.

35. I had not leisure to ascertain the depth to which this interest-

ing formation descended : the large metalliferous mass before mentioned

was enclosed, or enveloped, in the strata, the form very irregular, and

the cavities formed by its protuberancies were filled up with smaller

slaty fragments, some in a pulverized state, united into a tolerably

compact mass by water—which arose almost faster than it could be

baled out.

36. The bituminous marie slate, super-imposed upon the massive

slate, follows the same order of formation ; the divisions of the strata

are not at right angles with the plane of the horizon, but recline at

an angle of 20^° ; they are separable with the greatest ease, and with

care might be taken up in layers ; they all dip to the northwest at an

angle of 2^° : these seams are crossed by others at an angle of 37^°.

37. This bituminous marie slate is to be seen, cropping out from

the banks, in a very great number of places alon^ the Surndh i and

Ghaggir nullahs, but not a vestige of coal. My own observations,

therefore, coupled with the corroborative statements of many residents

of this neighbourhood, lead me to the conclusion, that coal has never

yet been found in the bed of the Ghaggir, or of its tributary rivulets,

I, however, began to trace the channel towards its confluence with the
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Soane, and the annexed is a general section of the hills of my then

locality ; the heights are merely estimated, not having an opportunity

of measuring them ; the scenery of the back-ground is also sketched in,

shewing the position of the fortress of Bidjeegurh.

38. At a is a section of the Ghaggir

;

there it is deep, its waters

being stopped by a solid bund of masonry, on which is erected a hand-

some bridge of ten arches, now in good repair. By a Hindee inscrip-

tion it appears to have been constructed in 1829 Sumbut, (1771 A. D.)

by Bulwunt Singh Deo. The Ghaggir, in its course to b, is precipi-

tated over two falls, the last of which is of some magnitude
; the point b

is at the junction of the Samdha and Ghaggir nullahs, where the strata

of sandstone and shale, are confusedly and violently contorted.

39. On Monday the 18th December, 1 reached the Soane by a

pass, known as the Ek Poway Ghat. On the route I passed over

an extensive formation of what, from its geological position, I consider

to be mountain limestone. It is of various colors and the lighter

description, will, as I have already ascertained, answer for the purposes

of lithography*.

40. Other varieties become black on exposure to the atmosphere,

the specimen, marked D, appears capable of receiving a good polish

;

in this case, it will answer all the purposes—in fact, it is a black marble.

I had not leisure to ascertain the exteut of this interesting formation ;

from native report however it is by no means limited
; its general dip

is north, and northwest, and it is well developed in the bed and banks of

the nullah near Markoundeh.

41. About a mile south of this village it is covered by soil, or only

occasionally seen ;
it is seen again on the banks of the Soane, and there

reposing, upon Greywacke : this formation I traced for 3 miles along

the banks of the river, east of my encampment near the confluence of

the Ghaggir with the Soane.

42. On the right bank of this river, I also found limestone in

regular strata protruding from the banks, and whilst examining this

formation, I accidentally picked up a single specimen of a bituminous

coal.

43. Not to enter into a minute detail of my labours, it will, I trust,

suffice, to say, that for four days, I narrowdy scrutinized the banks of the

Soane, the bed and banks of the Rehr nullah for about 3 miles, the

Bijul for about 10 miles, and the Nowah nudee, for about 3 miles:

from the last three, I did not obtain a single specimen of coal, whilst

from the bed of the Soane I collected about 30 or 40 specimens of

* See specimen C.
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various sizes, the aggregate weight of which did not exceed one pound:

this I considered as conclusive evidence of the specimens having been

washed down, only by the waters of the Soane.

44. Nearly a month had now elapsed : I was in consequence, reluc-

tantly compelled to return to Chunar, with the intention of applying to

the Benares opium agent, for extension of leave for another fortnight,

in order to prosecute the clue I had just obtained. Before however

leaving this part of the country, I caused to be notified to all classes

of inhabitants the object of my search, offering at the same time a re-

ward of Rs. 200 to any individual who would engage to point out a

coal deposit in the perguna, and had the satisfaction of seeing them

readily interest themselves in the search. I then returned to Chunar

on Friday the 29th December, 1837.

45. As already stated in the 7th para, of my letter, I readily ob-

tained an extension of leave for a fortnight, and arrived at the Soane
,

as stated in the 8th and 9 paragraphs, on the 29th January, 1838.

46. I commenced a minute search along the bed of the Soane, and

also upon its banks, from the former I collected a number of small

specimens of coal, all however, much to my mortification bearing evi-

dent traces of having been washed from a considerable distance. I

continued to progress westerly, and passed over a second formation of

black mountain limestone, dipping westerly. This I traced for some

distance up the Chutwar nullah, without meeting any encouraging

indication : on the contrary, I found the primitive clay slate protruding

on the highest parts of the adjacent hills : in other parts I found it

alternating with limestone.

47. The nature of my search had by this time become familiar

with the natives of the country ; the offer of a pecuniary reward had the

effect of inducing them to exert themselves in the search : they all

agreed in the opinion, that the specimens I had obtained were washed

from a deposit, situated near the source of the Soane; this would bring

the locality in about the same parallel of latitude with the coal fields of

Palamotv and Sirgvja, as described by Captains Franklin and Sage,

in the “ Gleanings of Science

”

for July 1830—consequently, I pre-

sume that, were the fact of a coal deposit established in that locality,

the same causes that have prevented the Palamow mines from being

worked, would also operate here, and on account of its distance

from the Ganges at Chunar and Mirzapore, in a still greater degree,

so as utterly to preclude all idea of the same being brought to advan-

tageous account.
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48. The specimens of coal, which I collected during my last search,

amount in the aggregate to about 16 pounds ; they were found lying

on the sands of the Soane, between Silpee and Burdee, a distance of

more than 30 miles
;
the fragments vary in weight, from a few grains to

pieces of three or four ounces, and they all present the appearance of

having been washed from a distance : those marked E, were collected

in my last examination.

49. My time having now' once more expired, I was most reluc-

tantly compelled to relinquish all further inquiry' ; before, however,

returning to Chunar, I dispatched by a sure conveyance, copies of the

offer of reward to Burdee, and the principal villages in that direction

on the Soane

;

and if a coal formation does exist in any part of the

country thus lately examined, I feel assured that it will not be long

before its discovery is reported to the authorities at Mirzapore.

50. In conclusion, I beg leave to apologize for all defects which

on perusal may be found in the preceding report : the attempts at geo-

logical inferences, are given with the utmost possible deference. In

this branch of science I have had but little experience—in fact it is

with much hesitation I have ventured at all on the subject. On
second thoughts, however, I deemed it best, even at the risk of error,

to give the facts just as they were impressed on my mind, and in so

doing I trust I may not have materially erred. My important opium

duties have left me but little leisure, even supposing I possessed the

ability—to prepare an elaborate report : the foregoing is consequently

written in great haste, and hence I more readily venture to hope, that

all imperfections may meet with the most indulgent consideration.

II.

—

Report on ten specimens of Coalfrom Captain Burses.

Although on a general inspection of the specimens contained in

Captain Burnes’s despatch, some disappointment is felt at not finding

any, which may be at once pronounced to be ordinary working coal,

such as occurs in abundance in England, and is obtained in Burdwan,

Assam , and other parts of India, still there is enough among them to

encourage hopes, of finding coal in profitable beds in the vicinity of

the Indus, when more carefully explored.

Four of the specimens are in fact of the very purest form of mineral

coal,—that in which all vegetable appearance is lost, and a semi-crys-

talline homogeneous structure supervenes, the result apparently of

fusion under heavy pressure and confinement.
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This jet, or pitch coal, were it found in sufficient quantities, would

not only answer well as a fuel, but would be superior to all other

coals for the particular object of getting up steam, on account of the

large proportion of inflammable gas it disengages under combustion.

Of this description are Nos. 1, 2 and 3 from the neighbourhood of

Kalabagh, and No. 10 from the northwest of Pera Ismael Khan.

Captain Burnks says that the former “ was found in abundance”

—

and that the latter “ should it prove a good coal, will be invaluable,

—

being in the neighbourhood of the Indus
, and in a country where the

poverty of the people will make them rejoice to discover any means of

improving their condition.”

Of the excellence of the coal there can be no doubt
; there is I

fear less certainty of its abundance. It occurs in very thin seams,

which will not pay for the working if they lie in a hard rock, but if

seams even of a few feet thickness are met with, Captain Burnes’s

anticipations will be amply fulfilled. The pitch coal of Mergui which

closely assimilates in chemical composition with the Indus jet, is stated

by Dr. Heleeb to lie in a bed six feet thick, whereas the other is

barely an inch thick, and the veins, and natural cleavages, are every

where filled up with calcareous spar.

No. 5, the bituminous shale of Cohat, was examined by me in 1833 ;

it is not at all adapted for burning in steamers, though, from the quan-

tity of gaseous matter expelled, it might be turned to account, in

default of better fuel, on shore. The same remark will apply with

more force to No. 7, a bituminous limestone, in which the slaty struc-

ture is not perceptible.

The existence of large rocky formations, so strongly impregnated

with naphtha and bitumen, is indeed evidence of the proximity of coal

beds, from which, by the action of volcanic heat, we may suppose the

volatile matter to be forced into the porous superincumbent strata. In

Assam, where so many beds of rich lignite and pitch coal, not differing

in composition from the jet of Kalabagh, have been lately found, springs

of naphtha are common, and were known long previous to the dis-

covery of the coal.

To a similar origin may be traced the bituminous exudations from

rocks in the Punjab and Cabul, of which we have examples in

No. 6 and No. 8. The former of these may be called a bituminous

brine, for it contains a large proportion of common salt, attributable

doubtless to the rock-salt deposits of the same range of hills.

Another bituminous exudation from near Ghazni, given to me by
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Shekh Kera'mat Ali, and called mumia, was found by Mr. Pid-

dington to contain nitrous salts, sulphur, and bitumen.

Of a similar nature may be the combustible No. 8, from the north

of Cabul, but I have as yet only examined it as a combustible.

I now proceed to the detailed examination of each specimen, adding,

for convenience, the remarks of Captain Burnes, as to their locality.

I have also placed at the foot of the list the muster lately received

from Captain Wade, Political Agent at Loodiana. I have deposited

a small fragment of each kind, in sealed bottles, in the Asiatic Society’s

museum, for preservation.

J. Prinsep, Assay Master.

Specimen 1.—“ From Shakandara near Kalabagh, about 13 miles

from the Indus found in abundance half way up a hill two miles north

of the village.”

A fine jet or pitch coal: of a glossy velvet black color; does not

soil ;
may be cut and worked ;

fracture conchoidal and vitreous :—has a

slight asphaltic smell. The fragments coated with an earthy matter

easily washed off. Specific gravity 1.166 ; burns with rich flame and

copious scintillations. Composition as a fuel

—

Volatile matter, 50.9

Carbon or coke, 47.5

Earthy residue, 1.6

100.0

Specimen 2.—“ From another locality of the Shakandara deposit,

at the base of the hill among sandstone.”

This is precisely the same jet as above described, but many of the

small fragments have the sandy matrix adhering, hence on an average

specimen uncleaned the result was: specific gravity 1.454.

Composition—Volatile matter, 34.3

Carbon, 18.7

Earthy matter, 47.0

100.0

Specimen 3.—“ Coal of Kalabagh, found three miles south of

Shakandara , and nearer Kalabagh. in a fissure of the rock, to be seen

in three different places off the high road.”—B.

This is more of a coal (or rather lignite) than either of the pre*

ceding. It shews the woody fibre, and the alternation of glistening
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bituminous, with dull carbonaceous seams. It burns with much scin-

tillation, and poor flame:—specific gravity 1.470 to 1.556 ?

Composition—Volatile matter, 42.8

(of which water 7.6)

Carbon, 47.6

Earthy residue, ferruginous, 9.6

100.0

Specimen 4 .

—

<e Coal of MuTcud. The locality of this specimen is

not well authenticated. The three preceding were dug out, but this

was brought in, as was said, from Mukud.”

Highly vitreous jet, of a more resplendent velvet gloss than the

foregoing. Seam of carbonate of lime adhering to one corner : burns

with richer flame, and slight sparkling:— water given off on sandbath

only 2.7 per cent.:—specific gravity 1.122, being the lightest of the

series, and approaching closely to pure asphaltum, but it does not fuse,

when heated, before ignition, nor is it readily, if at all, soluble in

naphtha, even when boiling.

Composition—Volatile matter, 63.6

Carbon, 32.8

Earthy matter, ferruginous, 3.6

100.0

Specimen 5.

—

<l Kohdt coal, similar to that sent down in 1833;

locality Lachee, Kurpa, Jutta and Ismael Khyl.”—B.

Dull earthy bituminous shale, burns with good flame, and leaves

slaty ash. Specific gravity 1.619. The specimen analyzed in 1833

(see Journ. As. Soc. vol. II.) had a somewhat higher weight, 1,670.

I place the two results side by side.

1833 Specimen. 8838 Specimen.

Volatile matter,. 37.0 3.04

Carbon, 6.2 ...... 14.9

Earthy matter, 56.8 54.7

100.0 100.0

Specimen 6.—“ Coal of Soorkh-ab, 15 miles S. S. E. of the city of

Kabul, near Moosye. It is called * Khur by the learned : there are

two kinds as may be seen by the specimens. There are copper mines

near it.”—B.
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This is a curious substance—a saline earth resembling wacken in

appearance, strongly impregnated with bitumen, or mineral oil
; of a

strong smell, saline taste, and deliquescent from the salt it contains

—whence probably its name of ‘ khur (kshara salt). It has a spe-

cific gravity 1.851—and burns with a good flame.

Composition (in the dry way)

—

Volatile matter, 27.3

Carbon, 16.9

Earthy matter, partly calcareous, and salt, 55.8

100.0

(I have not yet analyzed this as to its saline contents.)

Specimen 7.—“ Coal from Noar, 10 miles north of the ancient city

of Ghazni. The specific gravity is higher than that of all the

foregoing.”—B.

This is a bituminous limestone, smelling of naphtha when rubbed or

freshly broken—leaves a mark on paper, and burns with a poor flame,

when well heated. Specific gravity 2.056. Analysed in the ordinaray

manner it gives off

—

Volatile matter, 12.9

Carbon, 32.2

Earthy matter chiefly cal-

careous, 54.9

100.0

As, in driving off the volatile matter, or incinerating the carbona-

ceous, it is evident that some, if not all, of the carbonic acid would be

disengaged from the lime, I repeated the trial, but with results nearly

the same. The earthy residue 54.9 digested in weak nitric acid, left

but 1.5 undissolved : the 53.4—(or in the second experiment 50.5) of

lime, would require 41.0 or 39.0 of carbonic acid for its neutralization,

or more than the carbon and bitumen together ! We can only suppose

therefore, that the presence of the bitumen had prevented the absorp-

tion of carbonic acid, or supplied its place—a fact it will be worth

while to ascertain, when I can get another, and a larger specimeu.

Specimen 8.—“ From Nujrow to the north of Kabul. This is a

combustible, but not coal, though it may be found to indicate it.”—B.

This substance resembles No. 6 in some respects, but it is softer,

has a more disagreeable smell, and does not appear to contain salt ; it is

adhesive, yields to the nail, of dull earthy brown color, specific

gravity 2 031 ; it burns with a clear flame not very bright.
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Composition—Volatile matter, 26.1

Carbon, 10.5

Earthy matter, principally

silicious, 63.4

100.0

A further supply of this curious matter for a more rigid examination,

and information as to, manner in which it occurs, would be desirable.

Specimen 9 .
—

“

Coal of Jamoo in the Panjdb : this was brought to

me from Umritsir, and if it proves good, the locality of it, as being close

to the ChenAb, will be nearly as valuable, as if found on the Indus.”—B.

The specimen of this coal is so minute, that I can hardly put confi-

dence in the trial made on it in my laboratory. It would appear to

be a real anthracite, having the metallic lustre, and marking paper

something like graphite ; texture fibrous
;
smooth : burns with a trifling

flame. Specific gravity 1.650.

Composition—Volatile matter, 8.8

Carbon, 57.2

Ferruginous earth, 34.0

100.0

This coal would be quite unfit for steam purposes, but if there be beds

of anthracite on the Chendb, this material may be turned to very good

account in the smelting of iron, now that the application of the hot

blast has been introduced. It seems that one part of the anthracite

coal of Wales produces four times the effect of the best coal

formerly used.

Specimen 10.—(Forwarded 8th March.)

“ The locality of this deposit is between Talc and Kaneegorum,

northwest of Dera Ismael Khan in the country of the Masood

Waziris. It is found one and a half coss east of the small village of

Luagarlchyl under the Mulik Ruda. The seam has been laid bare

by a water- course, and may be traced up hill, it is said, for 100 guj

(112 yards)—dividing, as it ascends, into two parts, and having stones

impregnated with iron on both sides. The exposed part of the vein

is narrow.”—B.

This is the most promising of all the specimens :—in quality it

agrees with Nos. 1, 2 and 3, being a rich jet, or pitch coal. The

division of the fragments, is generally rhomboidal, and a thin coating

of crystalline veins, which pervade the crevices, conceals the splendour
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of the polish, but it is developed by a little acid, or washing. Some frag-

ments have a flat striated structure like lignite ; these are less bright

in color, and heavier ; they burn with copious flame, and some

emission of sparks. The water given out on the sandheat, is 3.5 in

the first and 5.4 in the second sort.

Specific gravity No. 1, of No. 2

1-227 1.481

Composition—Volatile matter,

Carbon,

49.1 48 6

48 5 45 3

Earthy matter, ferruginous,.. 2.4 6 1

100.0 100.0

Specimen 1 1 .—Stated in the letter accompanying it to have been

“ found in the Mandi hills north of the Sutlej, by Captain Wade, Poli-

tical Agent at Loodiana.”

The tin box, on arrival, was found to contain fragments of coal, and

some large nodules of iron pyrites, the hardness of which had shatter-

ed most of the coal to atoms on its way down. Some pieces, however,

were picked out, which had a very promising appearance, more v»sem-

bling the Burdwan coal than any of the above. Some pieces, how-

ever, were attached to black silicified, or fossil, wood, which at first

sight might be mistaken for excellent coal. It had a sulphurous smell

from the pyrites, and from the analysis I fear it is much adulterated

with this mineral. From its aqueous contents, 7.8 per cent., it scin-

tillates a good deal in burning, and the flame is peculiarly coloured

from the presence of metals.

The specific gravity is 1.580 and the composition of a selected piece.

Volatile matter, 48 . i

Carbon, 39.3

Ferruginous residue from the

pyrites? 12.6

100.0

More information will be desirable regarding this Sutlej coal, which

promises to be a valuable addition to our now extended catalogue of

Indian coal deposits : but its locality at Matidi, is too far from the

limits of navigation, to allow of its being brought practically into use.

J. Prinsep, Assay Muster.
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III .—Note on the Animal productions of the Tenasserim Provinces ;

read at the meeting of the \Oth October, 1838. By J. W. Helfeh,
Esq. M. D.

Eighteen months have elapsed, since I last had the honor to ad-

dress personally the Society. Since that time, I have wandered over

many hundreds of miles, never trodden by Europeans, in countries left

to the unbounded operations of nature, in a latitude, which produces all

that is created, and, of the vegetable world, mostly in perfection and

exuberance, and in tracts, where, in the recesses of the interior wilds,

many productions await yet the ardour of naturalists, to bring them

forth to everlasting knowledge.

Having to-day the honor to submit the ornithological part of my
collections to the Society’s inspection, I avail myself of the opportu-

nity, to take a cursory view of the animal productions of the Tenasserim

Provinces ; and as man occupies the highest rank in that series, I

may be allowed to begin with the different races inhabiting these regions

—speaking of man however, only as a naturalist, who describes the

habits and manners of the human species, and considering the varieties

of it in the different nations and tribes, and the striking peculiarities

that are found, with reference to the geographical distribution of each.

The inhabitants may be subdivided into the Burmese, the Siamese,

and the Kareans. All three belong, generally speaking, to the Mongo-

lian race, but are so changed, and specifically distinguished, that they

form separate races.

The Siamese approach nearest to the Chinese, possessing a flat

forehead, a small nose, prominent cheek-bones, black hair, very

thin beards, small oblique eyes, thick lips, and a colour more or less

yellow. The Burmese are half Malays half Chinese ; the Kareans half

Malays half Caucasian, indeed the features of the latter approach so

much the Caucasian form, that many of them have even aquiline noses,

a high forehead, and the European facial angle. Consequently the idea,

latterly followed up by the American Baptist Missionaries writh great

zeal, sometimes with ridiculous obstinacy, namely, that they are the

true lost tribes of the Jews, merits, as far as regards their physiogno-

my at least, an excuse.

The Kareans are in civilisation the lowest of the inhabitants, and

exhibit an anomaly, which is perhaps no where else found. They are

an agricultural people without any fixed habitations, but migrating

every second or third year
;
and so great is their innate love of the

5 p
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primitive forests, that they hate their own industry, are disgusted

with cleared land, pity men who are surrounded by smiling and well

dressed cultivation, can seldom be induced to visit towns on the sea coast,

and return invariably from thence, as soon as possible, to their secluded

mountain valleys, leading the life of hermits, content with the almost

spontaneously growing productions of nature, despising the possession

of money, because not desirous to exchange their own productions, and,

in consequence, not desirous to add to what we call comforts.

The Kareans seem to be the aborigines of the country, or the remains

of a once numerous people, which has been again reduced to slavery

by subsequent conquerors. They are scattered over a great extent of

the country, from the 23rd degree of latitude to the 1 1th, and though

conquered many centuries ago, have preserved their language and

their peculiarities; for they never have mixed with foreigners, but

avoid as much as possible all contact with them, prohibiting even

connexions with distant tribes of their own, but intermarrying in their

own families, so much so, that matrimonial alliances between brother

and sister, or father and daughter, are not uncommon to this day. And
this may be the reason that they are a subdued, timid, effeminate,

diminishing race ; so low in the scale of nations, that they have no

written language, no historical, but only religious and poetical tradi-

tions, not even the presentiment of a future state ; but live, without

erecting their head to their Creator, without aspiring to a continuation

of their existence.

The second race is the Siamese.

This nation were the former conquerors of the Tenasserim Provinces,

but were driven out of the country by Alompra in the middle of last

centurv. They are the deadly enemies of the Burmese, formerly

living with them in constant feuds, but, since the British occupation,

the constantly nourished animosities have ceased, and they have

begun to settle in the British territories, and to live peaceably with the

Burmese. They are an enterprising industrious race, and possess a

great deal of the ingenuity and shrewdness, so peculiar to the Chinese

and their descendants.

Their physical development is not stinted, but they are muscu-

lar, hardy, and persevering, and are therefore the huntsmen, and

the only people who have a knowledge of the vast wilds between Zim-

may and Mergui, going after elephants, rhinoceros, gold-dust and

precious stones. They have much of the enterprising spirit of the

undaunted adventurer, and are the most capable of improvement.

They are darker than the Burmese, and approach more than the
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latter to that prototype, established by Gmelin under the denomination

of Homo-fuscus.

The Burmese, the third race, and the lords of the land and soil before

they were deprived of it, are, comparing their faults and good qualities

impartially, an amiable well-behaved race; naturally indolent, self- con-

ceited, and for centuries stationary, but sufficiently civilised to throw off

the imputation of being barbarians.

I adhere to the opinion, (consistent with the Mosaic tradition,) that

the human species descended from one pair originally
; that, in the

course of ages, certain distant portions of the globe were first peopled,

and that from these, as from many distinct nuclei, mankind dispersed

eccentrically.

So I think, and history seems to confirm the hypothesis, that from

Java, Sumatra, or Borneo, issued the Malayan race
; that the Mon-

gols peopling China descended from the high lands of Kobi, and that

the Indians, originally bred in the Caucasus and its continuations,

extended from west to east : and I continue to say, that these three

original races, meeting in their courses from south, north and west,

in that part of the globe, now called Indo - China, gave birth to the

nations now inhabiting these regions—that therefore the Burmese

are a comparatively recent variety of the human species, the result

of Malayan, Chinese and Hindu mixture.

It is here the place to mention that problematical race, which is

reported to live in the recesses of the mountain ranges, which, as a

spur or a continuation of the great Himdlaya Alps, run towards the

peninsula of Malacca.

I had never the opportunity to ascertain, if this reported race, of the

existence of which all the inhabitants in the interior seem to be

aware, is one of the numerous varieties of the human species, or be-

longs to the Quadrumana.

If we consider, that close by, on the Andamans, there exists a variety

of the human species, which justly may be regarded as the lowest in the

scale of intellectual beings ; and when we are told, that in the south of

the peninsula at Queda, lives a similar race of beings, belonging to the

Ethiopical type, not much superior in intellect to some of the apes, we

might be warranted in concluding, that remains of such a race may

yet be found in those vast mountainous tracts, which never have been

penetrated by Europeans.

However, the collected, and generally pretty well agreeing, descrip-

tions of the natives cover an extent of five degrees : let me indulge

in the conjecture, that these pretended human beings are nothing else

5 p 2
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than the gigantic orang-outang of Sumatra, or a closely allied species,

which has hitherto successfully escaped European detection, and still

enjoys the daily diminishing privilege in natural history—to be un-

known. In fact since the gigantic animal, whose remains ornament only

this museum, washy chance discovered, all vestige of its existence disap-

peared for many years, until recently Major Gregory brought two

skulls of the same species from Sumatra, which clearly demonstrate,

that the tales, hitherto believed fabulous, of large human skulls with

tiger-teeth, have not been altogether unfounded, not as the relics of a

rational being, but as the uniting link between man and beast.

Coming now to the Mammalia, we find this part of Asia participat-

ing in the variety of species, which distinguishes one side of that con-

tinent, and in the magnitude of those on the other side. It exhibits

nevertheless the distinguishing particulars, which separate all Asia

from New Holland, and from the islands of the Bacific Ocean.

In general it may be observed, that the Tenasserim Provinces form

a combining line between Hindostan, Indo-China, and the Malayan

countries, possessing species peculiar to each of the three divisions,

with this distinction, that the number of species in common with Bengal

and other parts of Hindostan, is comparatively smaller ; that province

Amherst, and Ye possess many species, peculiar to the countries east

of the Burhampootur, and even several of Bootan and Nepdl, and

that the southern provinces embrace many species, which have been

hitherto exclusively found only in the Malayan Archipelago.

The Quadrumana being every where found within narrower limits,

do not present a great variety ; some of the species are strictly limit-

ed to certain districts.

The Simia syndactyla ha3 been found in the southern parts, and can

be enumerated as an exception to the general rule ; for this animal

covers a wide range of congenial country, from Java and Sumati'a,

to the 15th degree of north latitude.

A Hytobates

,

though the most common species in the interior, Tiowl-

ing most pitiably in the solitary forests, seems to have hitherto

escaped the observation of naturalists.

The Symenopithecus Maurus is a very wild inhabitant of the

loftiest trees, and considered the best food by the Kareaus, by whom it

is shot with poisoned arrows.

The Cercopithecus Cynosurus inhabits chiefly the banks of rivers,

and the mangrove forests, being chiefly fond of shellfish.

Another species of Cercopithecus belongs to the rarest of this genus,

and is found chiefly in the northern parts, upon isolated limestone rocks-
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The Cheiroptera present a great variety; and several, I imagine, not

yet described species are to be met with, chiefly of the genus

Nyctinomus, Phyllostomus and Pteropus. Amongst the rarer species

Vespertilio Tcrrvminckii and Pteropus Javanicus must be enumerated.

The Carnivora present a great number of species. To maintain the

equilibrium in nature, it is also necessary, that where so many species

are procreated unmolested by man, the number of rapacious animals

must increase.

Of the Plantigrades the Ursus Malayanus seems to occupy all

the mountain parts, as high up as the 13th degree of latitude.

It must be observed that the genus Canis has, so far as I know, no

representative in the countries, trans-Burhampootur ; this genus, which

possesses in Hindostan several interesting and particular species, seems

to become obsolete, even the common jackal does not prosper in Indo-

China, and not one specimen is to be found in Tenasserim. Yet there

are several species of Viverra, and one Herpestes.

In the same ratio as the number of species of Canis diminishes,

the number of the species of the genus Felis increases.

The royal tiger is to be found in great numbers, and is very strong

and large
;

however, its nature is very different from what it is in

Bengal ; for scarcely an example is known of its attacking men

during the day time, and the carelessness, and even contempt, with

which the natives treat this formidable animal, is truly astonishing.

At Tavoy the black tiger, the Felis Nelao, is not uncommon, and a

specimen was caught last year, but unfortunately on its transport to

Maulmain ,
it broke through the bamboo cage, and escaped.

I pass quickly over the Marsupialia
,
and the greatest part of the

Rodentia in this cursory sketch
; the genus Sciurus presents a con-

siderable number of species, and of Pteromys, I found a large, and

probably undescribed species.

Of the Edentata
,
the little Bradypus has been caught, and so also

the Manis Crassicaudata.

Coming to the Pachydermata, I can not omit to mention the number

of elephants, which wander in herds of 10 to 30, through the un-

inhabited tracts, having the wide extent of primitive forests, from the

bay of Bengal to the Chinese seas, open to their constant peregri-

nations, descending during the monsoon into the plains, and returning

into the mountains during the hot weather.

The hog is very common, and the Sus Barhyrussa not very rare.

The rhinoceros is a common animal throughout the provinces, and

perhaps more numerous than the elephant, though its less gregarious
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manners, and its wilder character, do not admit an easy approach to

it.

The Tenasserim Provinces seem to be a congenial place for this

genus, for I dare to pronounce almost positively, that the three known

Asiatic species, occur within their range. The Rhinoceros Indicus

being found in the nothern parts of the provinces, in that high range

bordering on Zimmay called “ the elephant tail mountain the R.

Sondaicus of Baron Cuvier, on the contrary, occupies the southern-

most parts; while the JR. bicornis Sumatrensis, or the double-

horned species, is to be found throughout the extent of the territories

from the 17° to 10° of latitude.

In character the R. Sondaicus seems to be the mildest, and can be

easily domesticated ; the powerful Indian rhinoceros is the shyest, and

the double-horned the wildest.

I have had the opportunity to ascertain positively the existence of the

Tapirus Malayanus within the British boundaries, in latitude 1 lo 37'

in province Mergui, though I have not been so fortunate as to obtain a

specimen of it. It is well known to the natives who call it the great pig.

Finally coming to the Ruminantia, as may be expected, the number

of Cervidce is considerable.

Rusa Hippelaphus, Elaphus Wallichii, Cuv. C. Aristotelis, C. Axis,

and C. Muntjac, besides two other species have been seen ; but there

is as yet no antelope known.

Of the ox kind, the Bubulus, Arnee and Domesticus are both in

a wild state ; and of the Bisons, the great Gam us rather rare, but

Bisori Guodus very common : besides another small kind of cow, called

by the Burmese Fhain, of which I saw only foot prints, but never

the living animal ; it remains therefore undecided, to what species it

must be referred.

Of birds I have made a collection of 230 species, and 600 specimens,

which I herewith place at the disposal of Government, presenting it

to-day to the inspection of the Society, and I only regret that econo-

mical reasons compelled me to have the birds prepared by the rude

hands of common Burmah coolies, previously, a short time instructed by

me ;
and many, otherwise greatly valuable specimens, are therefore

more or less defective.

The species inhabiting the provinces are highly interesting to obser-

vers of the geographical distribution of the feathered tribe : for they,

more than the Mammalia, of which the species occupy wider geogra-

phical ranges, prove the intimate connexion and resemblance of the

lowrer portions of the provinces with the Malayan archipelago.
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More than 60 species found in the southern hemisphere are in-

digenous, and amongst these is a considerable number of those first

described by Raffles and Horsfikld in their accounts of Suma-

tra and Java.

Amongst these are to be enumerated Falco Limetus, H. St. Pagr-

darum, Tem. Strix Castaroptera, H. Muscisapa Banyamas and Hi-

rundinacea, Jora Scapularis, Edolius, Puella Crypsirena , Temma

Vick, Brachyptorix montan, H. Prinia familiaris, Dacelo pulchella

Eurylaimus, Javanensis, Eurylaimus tunatus, Gould. Cuculus Xan-

thorhynchus, Parra superciliosa, &c.

I shall confine the rest of my ornithological observations to very few

remarks.

The Accipitres are numerous, but as they mostly frequent the gloomy

forests, and scarcely accessible cliffs of the mountains, the species are

seldom visible, except when soaring high in the heavens, or gliding

swiftly over the tops of the lofty trees ; many therefore have escaped my
observation The number of Falconidce I collected is 10 ;

of Strigidcs

five.

The Passeres furnish of course that variety, which is to be expected

from the great number of species in this order.

The Hirundinacece contain the H. esculenta, &c., the nests of which

exported into China yield a considerable revenue annually to govern-

ment.

The family of Sylviadce contains a considerable number of Taredes ;

seven species of Pastor or Acridotheres, eight Muscicupdice and several

Oriolince.

The family of Fringillidce boasts of seven species of Loxia.

The Corvidce possess the beautiful Cypsinina Temmia Velis.

It is remarkable that the common crow of Calcutta, the Corn.

Doricus never occurs in the provinces, its place is supplied by the

Corvus Caronae, which is equally numerous and impudent.

The Certhia possesses a variety of Cinnyris and Nectarinia yielding

in splendid plumage, and diminutive size, little to the American

Trochili. The beautiful Dicceum inner forms a connecting link with

the Meropida, which are the glory of the east in richness of plumage,

and four species of Merops rival in colors the species of Jam and New
Holland.

Halcyon and Alcedo of the nine species that exist, amongst which the

Halcyon Gurial, an Indian species, takes the lead in size and noise.

Ihe family of Buceros contains four representatives, amongst

which the small Buceros Malabaricus of Lath, is the most common.
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The Indian Homrai is equally an inhabitant of Tenasserim, besides

two or three beautiful species, which I do not find any where described.

Of the order Scansores, the Picus, or wood-peckers are numerous

and beautiful, and I found nine different species. Picus Bengalensis

showing the affinity with India, and the closely allied Picus Tiga of

Horsfield with Java.

The Cuculidce are numerous. Of Phoenicophceus, there are three

species of small Cerulis ; the Centrophus Castaropterus is one of

the commonest inhabitants near human abode.

The genus Bucco contains five species, of which two appear to be new.

The Psittacidcc have five representatives, amongst which the small

Portrams preporsitis is the great destroyer of duria blossoms.

The next order are the Gallinance.

The family of Columbidce possess, as far as I am aware, seven species,

of which four belong to the genus Vinago.

The splendid Geophilus Nicobarensis is an ornament of the Islands

constituting the Mergui archipelago.

The Tetraonidce possess few representatives, the whole country being

an uninterrupted forest, and these animals liking bare rocky grounds,

pasturage fields, and meadows. Only one species of Perdrix, and two

species of Coturnix have been observed by me.

The Phasianidce possess the Ph. Gallus, or the father of our domes-

tic fowl, in great abundance in the jungles ; and the breed, amongst the

natives, is commonly kept up by supplies of eggs from the forests.

Of the Pavonidce, the Indian peacock is in great abundance in the

interior near mountain torrents.

The Grallce.—Of the Charadriadce, three species of Charadri

amongst which, the Indian Ch. ventralis ! of Genl. Hardwicke, and

the Gloriola or Entalis of Leach.

The family of Ardeadxe, possesses many representatives. The Ciconia

Argala, or the common Calcutta adjutant, is never seen on that coast,

and the existence of a substitute in the C. capillata of Temminck, or

the adjutant without pouch, reminds us again, that the provinces ap-

proach more to Java than to Hindostan.

The genera Grus and Ardea, possess 11 species of which the Ardea

Malaucersis of Gmelin is the most common.

The family of Fringellidce have a due number of species, Numenius,

Scolopax, Totanus, Rhynchus, Limosa, Tringa and Hemantopus are

found, and have their residence chiefly near the mouths of the numer-

ous rivers, descending from the mountains, as far as they are exposed

to the influence of the tides.
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Of the Rallidce I can only enumerate the Parra Superciliosa, and

two species of Ortesgometra.

Finally ending with the Palmiperce, we have one species of Pelicanus

so widely spread over the east, and four species of Carbo, which have

taken up their residence upon the great rivers.

To render the enumeration complete, I have only to mention four

species of Sterna , and of the Anatince, the Anser Girra of India, the

Mareca Awsuree and another unknown species.

Having thus completed the enumeration of observed animals I have

only to add, as may well be imagined, that the occupation of the pro-

vinces by the British, has opened a wide field to the naturalist and phi-

losopher. What I have done has been only to remove the upper veil,

which densely covers this much promising land ; but the result of my
limited researches will, I trust, demonstrate that success and a rich

harvest must await every one who investigates the country with leisure,

con gusto et amove, confining himself to certain definite branches ; and

I will only add that I shall be most happy to submit to the Society

further additions and more information, which, I hope, I shall be able

to gather in future.

IV.— On a new species of Pheasant from Tibet. By B. H. Hodg-
son, Esq.

The zoological region comprising Tibet, with the lofty mountains

which bound it towards India and China, is chiefly distinguished in

the bird department, by the number of its pheasants, (Phasianidce,)

hardly any two of which agree in form and external organisation.

This rich variety of structure, whilst it mocks all past attempts at

systematic arrangement, seems to indicate, that we yet possess, in this

family, but the fragment of the complete circle, (termed Phasianidce

by Vigors and Pavonidce by Swainson,) though the riches of recent

discovery, may induce us to hope, that the deficient forms are not

extinct, but only unknown.

Be that as it may, there is at least no doubt, that.in the present state

of the scientific classification of this family of the Rasores, an insulated

observer cannot well hope to class newly discovered species satisfac-

torily; and I shall therefore at once proceed to the summary descrip-

tion of what I believe to be such, without any present attempt to

decide, whether my bird be an aberrant species, or a new type in the

family.

5 Q
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Phasianidce, vel Pavonidce.

Genus—new? Crossoptilon*, nob. Type Phasianus Crossoptilon,

nob. Hab. Tibet.

I possess but one specimen of this large and striking bird. It is a

mature male, and was brought recently to Cathmandn by the Nipalese

envoy to Pekin, who has just returned here. The length, from the

tip of the bill to the tip of the tail, is from 38 to 40 inches, of which

the bill is 1 1 and the tail 19 to 20 inches.

A closed wing measures 12£ inches ;
the tarsus 4£, and the central

toe 2g. The bill has the same length, whether taken from the gape or

from the front, and is three-eighths of an inch shorter than the head,

the latter being two inches complete. The bill is very strong, with the

general characters of that of Lophophorus, the tomial edge of the

upper mandible being even more scarped, and furnished with a small

tooth-like festoon. Its base is nude. The head and throat are clad iu

feathers and simple. But the entire cheeks, from nostril to occiput,

are void of plumes, being occupied by the typical red and papillated

skin of the pheasant tribe, and in all that extent of development, which

more especially characterises the Indian Kaliches (Leucomelanvs J,

and the painted and Amherstian species of China. Like the true

pheasant ( Colchicus) ,
our bird has no crest of any kind, though the

feathers occupying the top of the head are of a peculiar kind, being

short, velvety, thickset, erect, with their slightly discomposed and

square points recurved a little to the front.

The wings have no peculiarity. They are short, stiff, bowed and

rounded, as usual the sixth feather being the longest. The very

ample tail is most remarkable for the breadth of the plumes. Its

length is moderate, nor is there any of the extra elongation and nar-

rowing of the central feathers, which characterise the tropical pheasants.

There are 18 caudal plumes regularly and considerably gradated

throughout, and the general form of the tail is broadly convex, without

any symptom of the Galline compression and curve. The legs and feet

are well adapted for rapid movement on the ground, and have a form

and proportion, very similar to those of Leucomelanus, and Sutyrus.

The tarsi are nude, and biscaled before and behind: but the hinder

scales are smaller than the fore ones. The sides of the tarsi are

papillo-reticulate. The spur is sharp and curved. The lateral toes

are equal ;
the central long ; and the hind short and raised, as usual.

The nails are long and possess but little curve. It remains only to

notice the plumage of the bird, which constitutes indeed its most

* Kpocraos a friDge
j

irriAov a feather.
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remarkable feature. The plumage, then, upon the whole body is very

ample, but not at all pointed, unglossed and wholly dishevelled, so as

to remind one of the Struthious family. This peculiarity has suggest-

ed the name I have applied to the bird—a name which, for the

present, may be considered specific, but liable to promotion to generic

or subgeneric rank, if the form be proved to be typical, and not merely

aberrant.

At present I incline to consider it in the former light, and to assign

the type a place between Phusianus and Euplocomus, vel Nycthe-

menus—a type which, by the bye, I characterised 1
1
years ago in the

Oriental Quarterly, under the style of Gallophasis, assigning the

Kdlich of Kirkpatrick’s Nepal as the icon. The oblique compres-

sion and curve of the tail constitute the principal character of that type,

C Gallophasis, vel Euplocomus,

)

and as it is a character sure to be

lost in the dry skin, I am not entirely certain, that our present subject

may not possess it in the living state. If so, this bird will be a

Gallophasis, vel Euplocomus—but if not, a neighbouring type allied

to the true pheasant by the absence of crest, and distinguished amongst

all its congeners by its ample fringe-like plumage, the dishevelled

quality of which is communicated even to the central tail feathers, the

very broad and equal webs of which are quite separated, and curve

outwards towards the sides, besides being adorned by a fine gloss.

The general color of our bird is bluish hoary, paler, and tinted

yellow on the lower surface : crown of the head black and velvety

:

great alar and caudal plumes dusky or black, more or less glossed with

changeable blue, especially the tail feathers : legs and cheek-piece,

intense sanguine : bill dull ochreous red
;

iris brown.

Nepal, September, 1838.

V .—Notes of a journey to Girndr in the Province of Kattywdr,for

the purpose ofcopying the ancient inscriptions upon the rock near

that place.—Undertaken by order of the Bombay Government.

May \0th, 1838.—Landed at the small port of Verawul on the wes-

tern coast, and nearly at the southern extremity of Kattywdr. This

place is only 40 miles from Junagarh, and in the immediate vicinity of

the ancient city of Pattan, and of the celebrated Somndth. Owing to the

lateness of the season, and the imperative necessity which existed for my
proceeding to the scene of my labours with the least possible delay, my
time was not at my own disposal ; still I lost none in paying even a

5 Q 2
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hurried visit to these interesting places. Old Pattan is built upon a

projection of the main land, forming the southern point of the small

port and hay of Verawul. The road from the latter to the ancient city,

lies immediately on the shore of this bay, and for a distance of about a

mile from the walls, on the western side, passes through an extensive

Muhammadan burying ground: amongst the tombs are some rich and

picturesque ruins. The surrounding country, known as the Soruth

division of Kattywar, subject to the nawab of Junagarh, is exceeding-

ly rich, thickly wooded, and in high cultivation. The walls of Pattan ,

in the form of an irregular square, enclose a space somewhat less than

two miles in circumference*, with two gates and numerous square

towers. The western front is washed by the sea; a ditch encompasses

the other three sides. These fortifications, which are high and com-

posed of uncemented square stones, are of unusual solidity, and the

old city, with its massive walls and double gates, must formerly have

been a place of considerable strength. The population of Pattan is at

present completely Muhammadan, and the place is under the manage-

ment of an Arab jemadar, a deputy of H. H. the nawab of Junagurh.

To the kindness of Syuu Abdoollah, I am indebted for a most hospi-

table reception, and for every assistance which he could render, or I

could require. It is evident that the Muhammadan conquerors of Pattan,

in rebuilding the place, and substituting a population of their own creed

for that of the Hindus, have at the same tune laboured to eradicate

all traces of the religion of the latter from this city, but the visitor

cannot fail to observe the essentially Hindu character of the whole

place. The mosques, which are very numerous, appear to iiave been

erected from the ruins of the Hindu temples, whilst the houses, in the

ornaments, sculptures, &c., bear about them evidence of their material

having frequently been derived from similar sources. The style of

building in the gates and walls, the latter adorned at every corner with

sculptures of Hindu divinities, proclaim at once to whom Pattan was

originally indebted for the magnificence, still traceable through all the

innovations of its conquerors. This city, as connected with the Horn-

ndth temple, and the invasion of Saraustra by Mahmud, is one of con-

siderable interest ; and, as the former capital of an extensive country,

deserves some inquiry into its early history, but of it, or its rulers, the

Persian historians-)- do not, that I can learn, give any accouut.

Quitting these subjects, however, 1 must proceed to describe tbe

renowned Somndth temple, the monument of Mahmu'd’s intolerance,

and one of the most interesting relics in the Saraustra peninsular.

* One mile fi furlongs, 36 square and 2 round towers ;
walls 9 feet thick.

t Mirat i Ahmadi, Mirat i Iskunduri.
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This celebrated shrine occupies an elevated site in the south-western

corner of the city, overlooking the sea, and close to the walls. In its

present mutilated state, I find it very difficult to convey any very dis-

tinct or correct idea of the Somndth ; for although its original design

and gorgeous style of architecture, may still be traced in the complete

ruin it presents, its general effect is likely to be better understood

from an effect of the pencil, than the pen. ( See Plates, Nos. XL VI.

end XLVII.)

This temple consists of one large hall in an oblong form, from one

end of which proceeds a small square chamber or sanctum. The centre

of the hall is occupied by a noble dome, over an octagon of eight arches.

The remainder of the roof terraced, and supported by numerous pillars.

There are three entrances ; the sides of the building face to the

cardinal points, and the principal entrance is on the eastern side. These

doorways are unusually high and wide, in the Egyptian style, decreas-

ing towards the top ; they add much to the effect of the building.

Internally the whole presents a scene of complete destruction, the pave-

ment is every where covered with heaps of stones, and rubbish, the

facings of the walls, capitols of the pillars, in short, every portion pos-

sessing any thing approaching to ornament, having been removed or

defaced by the “ destroyer*.” On a pillar, beyond the centre arch, and

leading to the sanctum, is an inscription, which, anxious as I was to learn

any thing connected with the temple, much excited my curiosity. On
translation however, it proved to be merely a record of a certain silat,

or mason, who visited the place some 300 years since. I learnt to my
inexpressible regret, that an ancient tablet, whose unoccupied niche

was pointed out to me, had been removed from the Somndth some few

years since, by a European visitor. I need hardly quote Col. Tod’s

remark on this mistaken, and I fear too frequent, practice ; but if what

he says be applicable to the mere architectural ornaments of a building,

how much more so to engraven records, similar to that which is here

wanting.

Externally, the whole of the building is most elaborately carved and

ornamented, with figures single, and in groups of various dimensions

;

many of these appear to have been of some size, but so laboriously was

the work of mutilation carried on here, that of the larger figures scarce-

ly a trunk has been left, whilst few, even of the most minute, remain

uninjured. The front entrance is ornamented with a portico, and sur-

rounded by two slender minarets, ornaments so much in the Muham-
madan style, that I doubt if they belonged to the original buildingj-.

* So Mahmu'd entitled himself. See Ferishtah.
t 1 think it not at all improbable, that these minarets, the dome, and arches in
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The two side entrances, which are at some height from the ground, were

gained by flights of steps : of these latter the remains only are to be

traced. The whole space, for a considerable distance around the temple,

is occupied by portions of pillars, stones, and fragments of the original

building. Such is a brief sketch of the present appearance of the

renowned Somndth, which notwithstanding Mahmu'd’s intolerant spoli-

ation, must still prove an object of great interest to the lover of Indian

antiquities*. I must not omit to mention, as a proof of the wonderful

solidity of this structure, that within a few years its roof was used as a

battery for some heavy pieces of ordnance, with which the neighbouring

port of Veravml, was defended from the pirates who formerly infested

this coast.

Without pretending to an accurate knowledge of the peculiar fea-

tures, distinguishing the Buddhistical and Jain from Hindu sanctuaries,

my impression, founded simply upon observation, is, that the Somndth

was originally a Buddhist templef, afterwards appropriated to the

worship of Siva ; and probably thus found by Mahmu'd, at the period

of its capture. In confirmation of the Linga having at some period

received adoration here, I observed two Nandis outside amongst the

ruins : but in its style of architecture and ornament, (particularly the

male and female figures,) it is in vain to look for any Hindu features,

whilst in all points it agrees most accurately with the Buddhistical.

As Dr. Wilson has visited the Somndth, his learning and research in

these matters will enable him, if necessary, to judge of the correctness

or otherwise of the above remark, which I make with all deference.

The modern Somndth, erected by the famous Ahlya Bhae, is in the

immediate vicinity of the ancient one, but I had not time to inspect it,

as my good friend the jemadar had promised to shew me some

curiosities outside the city. On passing through the gate to the east-

ward, my attention was directed to a stone tablet, about two feet square,

in the wall to the right. It contained a closely written inscription in

the Deva Nagri character, and in the Sanskrit language
; leaving

my pandit to copy thisj, I proceeded on my way.

the interior of the building,' may have been added to it after its capture. In the pre-

sent appearance of the Somndth, it difiFers widely from Ferishtah’s description, and

these peculiar features, are completely Muhammadan. As Bin Cassim when he

conquered Sindh, is said to have turned the temples of the idolaters, into places of

prayer for the true believers ; so the conqueror of Pattan may have shewn his detes-

tation of the idolatry of the Somndth, by attempting to obliterate all traces of the

original character of the building.

* Dimensions of the Somndth temple. Extreme length inside not including the

small chamber or sanctum, 96 feet
;
extreme width, 68 feet : extreme height, 28^ feet.

-f-
The Somndth is known to the Jains under the title of Chandar Prabas.

J This has been forwarded to Calcutta for interpretation.
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The neighbourhood of Pattern is esteemed especially sacred by

Hindus, as the scene of Krishna’s death and apotheosis. After the

erection of the great temple at Dwarka, it is related that he came to this

part of the Saraustra, where, according to the fable, he lost his life from

the arrow of his brother Vali. A small river, known to Hindu devo-

tees as the Raunakshi, empties itself into the sea, at the distance of

about a mile to the eastward of Pattan. At a particular spot on this

river, sacred as that of Krishna’s death, are a ghat and a few

temples. Pilgrims after a visit to Dwarka, come to this stream,

where they bathe, and shave the hair from the head and face, in

token of mourning. They then proceed to Prachee where are some

temples (about eight miles up this river) : a visit to these concludes

a pilgrimage to Dwarkanath. In the neighbourhood of the ghat

above mentioned, and interspersed through a space of three or four

hundred yards in extent, are some excavations, which have all the

appearance of Buddhist viharas. They consist of a long low and

narrow entrance, from which a short flight of steps descends to a

small apartment; from this proceeds a gallery leading to another

chamber ; a succession of three or four chambers and galleries closes

the excavation. There are several of these caves, differing little from

each other, except that in one or two the galleries continually descend,

instead of being on the same level
;
the last chamber is consequently

at a great depth from the entrance. They are all so low and narrow, as

to be traversed only in a stooping posture, and in none could I discover

the slightest trace of either ornament or idol. The attendant Brah-

mans at the ghat appear to attach some sanctity to these excavations,

and have kept many of them in good repair, with a facing of chunam.

Confirmatory of my opinion, that these were originally viharas, belong-

ing to some Buddhist establishment in the vicinity, I was fortunate

enough to discover near one of them a figure of Bu'dh. The face and

arms are destroyed, but the sitting posture, crossed legs, and remains of

pendants from the ears upon the shoulder, at once decide its character.

I subjoin a sketch of this statue*. It is small, the figure, together with

a pedestal on which it is sitting, being only four feet high. The pedes-

tal is ornamented with female figures, and the figure itself is support-

ed by a slender pillar, which is broken off just above the head. The

whole is framed from one block of a hard description of red stone. There

are in the disfigured appearance of this statue, undoubted marks of its

antiquity. I questioned the Brahmans on the spot, concerning it and

* The sketch so exactly corresponds with other statues of Budh, that it has not

been deemed necessary to have it engraved.
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the vihnras, but they were quite at a loss to account for either
; my

aversion on principle to remove such relics, alone prevented me from
making a prize of this, which unless I have overrated its value, would
doubtless form an interesting addition to one of our museums. Still,

neglected and unknown where it now is, its presence may prove of great

use to some future, and more capable, inquirer into the antiquities of

this part of India, which has been designated by Colonel Tod, as “ the

cradle of Jain and Buddhist worship.” After visiting all the viharas,

and a very pretty though modern Jain temple in their vicinity, I re-

turned to Pattern, where the remainder of the day was occupied in

taking hurried sketches of the Somndth. I made every inquiry of the

few Brahmans to be found in the scanty Hindu population of Pattern,

for traditions, &c. respecting the temple or city, but I learnt that the

only one, whose chopras could furnish me with any information on the

subject, was absent. For coins I sought in vain, my good friend the

jemadar, however, having promised to forward me all that the city can

furnish, as well as to procure me some traditions*, I took leave of him
with many acknowledgments of the attention he had shown me. I

regretted exceedingly, that time did not admit of my making a longer

stay at Pattan, as well as of my proceeding to the ruins of Mundore,
Prachee, and other interesting places in the neighbourhood. I doubt

not they would have well repaid me the trouble of a visit.

May 16th.—Reached Junagarit. The whole country passed through

from Verawal to the capital, is not only the richest, and most produc-

tive in Kattyvoar, but may vie in fertility with any part of Guzerat.

A black soil is watered by numerous streams, whence irrigation is easily

carried on, the water being sufficiently near the surface to admit of its

being raised by the Persian wheel. This division of the province, con-

sequently suffers comparatively little from the droughts, which too fre-

quently cause devastation and famine in other parts of Kattywar ; from

the continued and abundant supply of water, from these rivulets, the want

of rain is not so severely felt as elsewhere The crops are chiefly sugar-

cane, w’heat, and jowaree, the mango tree flourishes in great luxuriance,

and the fruit is excellent. Indeed a stranger would form a most erro-

neous opinion of the whole province, were he to judge of it in passing

through the territories of H. H. the nawab of Junagarh

:

for the arid

and extensive plains, which form the leading features of the Kattywar

country, are strikingly contrasted with this highly favored division,

abounding in hill and dale, wood and wTater. From the indolence of its

ruler however, this fair possession is sadly mismanaged.

* These I received whilst at Junagarh and forwarded to Mr. Prixsep, who will

be able to determine their claims to notice.
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The approach to Junctgarh from the southwest is very picturesque,

the road for some miles passing' through rich topes of mango, tama-

rind, and other trees : near the city are some gardens in high cultivation.

The range, known as the Junagarh hills, appears from this direction to

run nearly north and west, occupying an extreme extent of about twelve

miles. The hills are all of granite formation, but richly clothed with

jungle, extending to some miles around their base. The highest point

is the summit of the Girndr , situated in the rear of the principal range,

to which it is connected by two shoulders or spurs, running westerly,

and southerly, from about halfway up the summit. A large opening in

nearly the centre of the front range, forms a beautiful valley and road

to the sacred mount, which, with its bold granite bluffs, and tapering

peaks half hidden in mist and clouds, is a noble feature in the

landscape.

The city of Junagarh is situated at the entrance of the valley just

mentioned, with its low walls nearly hidden by the jungle around; the

only conspicuous object is the old Rajput citadel, or as it is called from

its elevated situation, the Uparltot, a very fine piece of fortification,

situated within, and on the eastern side of the modern city. The

straggling walls of Junagarh, occupy an immense area, not more than

half of which is inhabited ; the whole of the eastern portion, is an un-

occupied space. The population may be estimated at about 20,000, the

majority Hindu ;
the streets are narrow and dirty, houses badly built,

with nothing about the place approaching to that bustle, and air of pros-

perity, which might reasonably be looked for in the capital of a rich terri-

tory. Situated in the centre of one of the bazars, is the nawab’s palace,

an insignificant building ;
indeed, with the exception of a few mosques

and tombs, none of the modern buildings deserve notice. A very con-

venient havdlee has been appropriated by H. H. the nawab, for the

accommodation of officers visiting Junagarh. I was thus fortunate in

escaping the inconvenience incidental to tents, at a season of the year,

when any unnecessary exposure to the intense heat at this place, would

perhaps have defeated my object. I had also reason to congratulate

myself on meeting Captain Lang at Junagarh. Through his exertions,

the inscriptions at Girnar were first copied, and to the kind assistance

which he on all occasions rendei-ed me, whilst occupied in my work, I

feel mainly indebted for any success with which my own exertions have

been attended.

Immediately on my arrival, I accompanied Captain Lang to look a^

the inscriptions. The celebrated rock, on which they are engraved, is

distant about half a mile to the eastward of the city, a few yards to the

5 R
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right of the Girndr road. It is one of a group of several large granite

blocks, and appears to have been chosen for its peculiar form, which

approaches to that of a flattened cone. The inscriptions occupy three

sides of the rock, that to the eastward being the most ancient
; whilst

those on the western and northern faces, are in a more modern charac-

ter. The ancient characters, recording the edicts of Asoka, are deeply

cut, and, except where a portion of the stone has been removed by vio-

lence, are very perfect. The same remark will also apply to that on the

upper western side, but the large inscription on the northern face next to

the road, is greatly defaced. The rock here has been much weather-

worn, and the characters appear to have been originally faintly cut. A
substantial causeway commences immediately opposite the rock, and cros-

sing the ravine at the bottom of the valley, w ith a neat bridge, terminates

near some Hindu temples, and a small but sacred reservoir, called the

Damodar Kund*. This improvement on the high road to Girndr
, is

the gift of one of the wealthiest of the Soondajee family, and is a noble

work. The large portion of the rock, removed from the eastern face,

has evidently been the effect of blasting, the materials being in all pro-

bability appropriated to the pavement of the causeway.

The survey of my work concluded, preparations were made without

loss of time for commencing the copies and facsimiles. Without detail-

ing the result of each day’s proceedings whilst occupied in the work, I

subjoin a somewhat more detailed account of the inscriptions them,

selves, with the methods pursued to ensure the necessary correctness

in their transcription. The most interesting character is the ancient

one, recording the edicts of king Asoka, and situated as before men-

tioned, on the eastern face : the letters are each 1 1
inches, uniform in

size, and very clearly and deeply cut. (No. 4.) This inscription con-

sists of two grand divisions, the edicts being again sub-divided by a

longitudinal line between each edict ; one line from the summit of the

rock to about midway down its face, forms the two great divisions.

The space occupied by this inscription is 9 square yardsf . Pursuing

Capt. Lang’s as my first plan, the letters were carefully filled up with

a red pigment, (vermilion and oil,) every attention being paid to the

inflections, and other minute though important points. A thin and

perfectly transparent cloth, was then tightly glued over the whole of one

division, and the letters as seen plainly through the cloth, traced upon it

in black : in this w ay all the edicts were transcribed, and the cloth being

* Distance of this causeway 700 yards.

f '1 lie rock on the eastern side which is the highest, is 12 feet in perpendiculiir

height, and 74 feet in circumference at the base.
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removed, the copy was carefully revised letter by letter with the origi-

nal. The very smooth and convex surface of the rock on this face,

was highly favorable to this method, but it is tedious, and occupied in

the old character alone, 10 days of incessant labour. In the next place

a correct copy was taken by hand : this proved very useful, as tending to

the discovery of any errors, when compared with the copy on the cloth.

Thirdly and lastly, the plan, so highly recommended by M. Jacquet,

was resorted to, which, when the surface of the rock will admit of it,

and the characters are pretty deeply cut and distinct, is unquestionably

the most rapid and satisfactory of all the methods yet brought to my
notice. The edicts by this method were taken off separately on paper

:

and, although my first trial, I have reason to think that the facsimiles

themselves will show that the result was satisfactory. The insmption

on the western side, begins at the summit of the rock, where it is sepa-

rated only by a small space from the first edict in the old character,

and occupies a space of about fifty-six square feet. The shape of the

rock is here very irregular, but the character is carved through all the

undulations, and in one place several lines are continued over a sharp

angle. From the very centre of this inscription, the surface of the rock,

in one or two formidable pieces, has been removed, thereby occasioning

some very serious hiatuses ; but the lines appear to be individually

terminal, and the letters generally clear and well carved. With this

character, I pursued only the plan of filling in, and tracing upon cloth,

afterwards carefully revising the work, so as to enable me to be satisfied

with its correctness. The last inscription on the northern side, is the

most faulty of the three ; the letters appear originally to have been very

faintly cut, are small, and not uniform in size. The surface of the rock

is very irregular, with large fissures, the whole much weather-worn, and

mutilated. (No. 5.) No pains were spared to transcribe it on the cloth,

and I can only trust, that it will be found as perfect, as under circumstan-

ces it could be made. M. Jacquet’s plan could not have been applied

with any advantage to either of these two inscriptions, in the first owing

to the undulatory form of the rock, and in the second from the faint-

ness of the character ;
copies by hand would have occupied immense

time in this peculiar character ; and the very imperfect state of the

northern inscription, would have differed in nothing from the cloth. Some

few large and curious tablets occupy the front of a small piece of rock,

near the eastern face of the larger one ; there are no other ancient

inscriptions at the foot of Girnar, or in the neighbourhood of Junagarh.

I need not observe, that it became an object of primary interest with

Captain Lang and myself, to find some clue to the discovery of the

5 a 2
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missing portion of the rock on the eastern side, as the highly impor-

tant 18th edict, containing the names of Ptolemy, &c., had principally

suffered from the mutilation. All our inquiries tended to the conclu-

sion, that the rock had been blasted to furnish materials for the neigh-

bouring causeway : to remove any sufficiently extensive part of the

pavement of this, would have been attended with an expense, which I

did not feel myself authorized in incurring without authority, but the

whole of the soil at the base of the rock, particularly on the eastern

side, was turned up to a considerable distance, and as deep as could be

gone. In this way numerous small fragments of the original rock were

found, confirming our surmises, as to the purpose to which the other

portions had been applied* : from these fragments only two had the old,

and one a portion of a letter in the modern character upon them.

For any further information respecting this noted rock and monu-

ment of antiquity, I must refer to my plans, and rough sketches which

accompany these notes
;
but I cannot help expressing, at the termination

of my work upon it, how much I owe to the politeness of H. H. the

nawab, whose hospitality and kindness, during my stay at Junagurh,

were unbounded; by his direction, an awming was spread over the stone,

and an Arab guard was furnished me ; in short that assistance was af-

forded, without which, it is doubtful if I could have proceeded.

Within the walls of Junagarh , the Uparkot and some excavations

at its base, are the only objects of any interest. The old citadel is

built upon an elevation of the limestone, which appears to cap over the

granite at the base of the hills ; and on which the city of Junagarh is

situated. This is quarried in all directions in the eastern, or unoc-

cupied part of the city, and is so soft as to be easily cut with a hatchet.

It hardens however on exposure, and is invariably used as a building

material. The Uparkot is a noble specimen of eastern fortification,

its walls being unusually high, with immense bastions. The materials for

these have been taken from a wide and deep ditch, which has been scarp-

ed all round it. There is only one gateway and narrow entrance from

the westward, guarded by a few sebuudees of the nawab, who, as a

matter of form, still keeps the ke}rs of this stronghold. With the

exception of a very handsome musjid, which occupies the highest

part of the interior, the whole is a mass of ruins, overgrown with

a thick jungle of the custard-apple tree : the musjid has suffered much

* We are indebted to H. H. the present nawab of Junagarh, for the preservation

of the inscriptions from total destruction, as he interfered to prevent the further

mutilation of the stone. The popular belief in the spot is, that the unknown charac-

ters refer to immense treasures, buried iu the neighbourhood of, or under the rock.
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from the earthquake of A. D. 1819, but is still a very magnificent build-

ing ; its roof affords some fine views : the most splendid is that of the

“ Mighty Girnar,” as seen through the opening in the hills, with the

causeway and bridge crossing the ravine in the foreground. In the rear

of the musjid is a very curious piece of ordnance, with an Arabic in-

scription ; its material appears to be a composition something like bell-

metal ; its length is 17^ feet ;
circumference at the breech 5 .feet, this

latter quite flat ; bore capable of carrying a 121b. ball. The following is

a translation of the inscription on this gun :
“ Sultan Suleeman Bin

Suleem Khan ordered the manufacture of this gun, in the year of the

H. 937, to the intent, that it should be employed in the destruction of

the infidels of Hind. Maker of the gun, Mahomed Bin Humzal of

Misar.” In another part of the fort is a piece of the same description

as the above ; but smaller in size. There are also some curious speci-

mens of iron guns : so rude is their construction, that firing them

must have been attended with no little danger to the artillery men :

they are evidently first efforts in the art of casting. The greatest

curiosities in the fort however are two wells, or more correctly, to

designate them according to their construction, a bouree, and a well or

kooa

:

the dimensions of these places which I subjoin, will shew the

immense scale on which they are constructed*. The well is square,

and lined with masonry for a few feet from the top. An excavation

has been made at the distance of about one third of its depth, where is a

bathing place and entrance to a gallery, which descends by steps to the

bottom, the light being admitted by large square holes or windows open-

ing into the well. The softness of the stone offers every facility for such

a work, and I observed that the strata here dip at an angle of about

30°, with a strike to the north. Owing to the great elevation of the

interior of the Uparkot, water could not be found but at an immense
depth. The bouree is nearly circular, and occupies the whole of a large

bastion to the eastward. Its interior is lined with solid masonrv, and

the descent is by a fine flight of steps
;
these, with a portion of the walls,

and the whole of the entrance to the west, are all the remains now
traceable of the Rajput possessors of this place, the last of whom, raja

Mundaljk, descended from a line of princes, who it is stated ruled

here for 19 centuries, gave up the fort and his throne to Mahmud
Bigarraha, H. 877, A. D. 1472f . I was fortunate in discovering a

* Depth of well, 180 feet, 37 feet square. Ditto of Bouree, 96 ditto. Circum-
ference ditto, 74 ditto. Length of descent to ditto, 240 ditto.

+ For a detailed account of the capture of this place, conversion of the r&ja to the

Muhammadan religion, &c., see the Mirati Iskandari ; the following extract from
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tablet in the wall, in the interior of the fort, which contains an edict by

this raja Mundalik, dated S. 1507, A. D. 1451. It reminded me
much of the noted ones by king Asoka, since it contains an order that

every 11th day shall be considered sacred, coupled with injunctions

against the destruction of animal life.

The excavations, of which there are several at the base of the Uparkot,

are made in the face of the same soft stone, and consist in some of

three or four low apartments ; in others there are as many as six, with

a large or principal one in the centre. These apartments are small, flat-

roofed, and supported by square pillars without ornament
;
the en-

trances to many are through small and low door-ways, but the greater

number are quite open. These places are said by some to have been

the haunts of a tribe of robbers called Kaphrias, and it is a cu-

rious coincidence, that on inquiry respecting some similar excavations

in a sandstone hill, which I observed near Lukput at the western

extremity of Cutch, I was told exactly the same story. In the neigh-

bourhood of Buddhist records, any thing approaching to a vihara,

becomes of great interest ; but I fear the very soft nature of the stone

from which these are excavated, will not allow of their being considered

of any great antiquity. I may however be mistaken in this, and per-

haps my sketches of one or two of these caves* may assist in

determining, how far they are worthy of being considered aucient. In

one was the following inscription, “ Shaikh Ali, the servant of the

servant of God; took up his abode in this place, in the year H. 940.”

I procured some few coins at Junagarh

;

one belonging to the

Saraushtra dynasties ; the others, the small, and generally illegible, cop-

that work, which I procured at Junagarh, is a description of the Girnar and Uparkot ;

this latter is the ancient Junagarh
,
the modern city was styled Mustafabad

;

but the

whole is now only known by the ancient title.
—“The Girnar on three sides is en-

compassed by hills, those on the northern side are the nearest, those to the south

the most distaut. The extent of these bills from N. to S. is 12 kos, the whole

covered with thick jungle, in which are many caverns inhabited by birds and beasts,

and a race of infidels called Khants

:

these castes when pursued by troops flee to the

fastnesses of the jungle. There are numerous extraordinary trees growing here

whose names are unknown, but besides these are many fruit trees, as the jambu,

tamarind, mango, kiruee, and awleh. From the foot of the hill of Girnar towards

the west, at the distance of three or four bow shots, is a rocky eminence, on which

is built the fort of Junagarh, whose walls are very strong ; there are two wells and

two bouries : the former are known by the names of Sri and Chiri. The king of

this place was raja Mundalik, mentioned in Indian histories, whose family ruled

here for 19 centuries.

* The sketches sent by Lt. Postans appear to establish his theory, that the caves

were heretofore riharas of a Buddhist mouastical establishment : but they exhibit

nothing curious or unusual, being similar in every respect to those found at Dhauli

in Katak, and the number of other plates of this article compels us to omit them.
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per pice, known in Cutch, where they are very common, as the Gudha

Jca pysa

;

the fable connected with them is evidently as common in Kat-

tutvar, as in the former place, and with many other points of tradi-

tionary similitude, may I think be admitted in proof of the connection

between the Rajput tribes of both provinces.

All my researches tending to the conviction, that, beyond what I have

detailed, Junagarh could boast of no antiquities within its walls, any

further description of it as a modern Muhammadan city, would be

superfluous. I shall therefore proceed to the summit of Girnar,

the distance of which from the city gates, is calculated by the natives

at seven kos (about 10 miles)*. The road from the noted rock to the

Damudar Kiind, and temples before mentioned, is over the causeway, on

the edge of the nullah, or mountain torrent, which is crossed by a very

neat and substantial bridge. This nullah runs directly west from the

foot of the Girnar, to the eastern gate of Junagarh, where it branches

off, following the walls of the city in a northerly direction. To within

a short distance of the city, its bed is a succession of immense

masses of granite, over which I was told, a torrent, fed by smaller

streams from the hills, rushes with great impetuosity during the rainy

season. There is no other nullah or river at the foot of the Girnar,

in this direction.

A few days previous to my quitting Junagarh, I received, amongst

other interesting papers from Mr. Prinsep, one which referred to the

inscription on the eastern side of the rock, in which mention is made

“ of the Paleshini river, with a bridge at the foot of the hill of Girina -

gar, thrice destroyed by inundations, and repaired with wood and stone,

400 cubits long and 75 wide, &c.” To have discovered the slightest

remains of this bridge, would have been highly gratifying, and I spared

no exertion to that end. That the water- course, or large nullah

which I have described, is the Paleshini “ river” alluded to, I feel con-

vinced, from the fact of its being the only channel for the mountain

torrents in this direction. Whilst its “ inundations” which thrice

destroyed the former bridge, agree with the present violence of these tor-

rents. The title of “ river” thus given to a large nullah, not more than

50 yards in width at its greatest extent, must be considered as an allow-

able exaggeration, probably to enhance the magnitude of the work of

throwing a bridge across it. Again, the present must always have

been the high road, as it is the only accessible one to Girnar on the

* Two kos from the city gate to the foot of the mountain, and thence five kos

to the summit; this latter it will be seen from the measurement given, is an

absurd exaggeration.
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western side. Of this the position of the rock with its inscriptions, in-

tended as they must have been, to attract attention in the vicinity of

a great thoroughfare, is sufficient proof
; and hence the former necessity,

as now, of a bridge, to enable travellers to Girnar to cross the ravine,

or “ Paleshini river.” In the absence of even the slightest remains,

(so far as I could trace,) of the ancient bridge, the only difficulty

in determining its site, is to be found in the measurement given

(400 cubits long) ; but I think that even this difficulty may be explain-

ed away, without departing far from local evidence. A bridge to have

been of any use on the road to Girnar, could only have been erected

on, or near the site of the present one, as it is the narrowest part of

the valley, and must have stretched the whole breadth of the ravine
;

which must be crossed at this precise spot. The greatest distance between

the two hills is here only 120 feet, whilst the length of the bridge,

according to the measurement in the inscription, calculating the cubit

at 19 inches, would be 633 feet—a difference too great to allow of

the standard of the cubit in those days being altered to adapt itself

to it. But the word “ bridge” has, I doubt not, in the inscription,

been applied not only to the masonry, &c., spanning the ravine, but also

to some portion of the causeway or approach to the same. This I

think more than probable, for although the present causeway, actu-

ally crosses the nullah in a bridge at one spot only, yet for its whole

length, it is necessarily so immediately on the edge of the ravine, and

indeed in some places may be said so much to overhang it that the

word “ bridge” would probably be applied by the natives, to a greater

portion, than that actually connecting the opposite banks of tbe ravine, at

the single point where such connection could be of any use to travel-

lers to Girnar. Unless the “ Paleshini Nuddee” is to be looked for in

another direction altogether, there is no other way than the above, of

accounting for the dimensions of the bridge ; but as there happens to

be only this approach to Girnar from the westward, and as its position

is immediately at the foot of the hill—coupled with the position of the

rock and inscriptions—there can be no doubt that it is the place referred

to. The only remaining pathway to Girnar through the jungle from

the southward, has no river, torrent, or corresponding feature about it*.

* This is an accessible but unfrequented pathway, considered dangerous by the

natives, from the fear of wild beasts, (lions abound in these hills,) and the Khants ;

this ttibe of freebooters still infest the jungles around Junagarh, as described by the

author of the Mirat i Iskandari. Even the high and well frequented road from the

westward, is not considered safe from these depredators, and all tbe visitors to

Girnar who can afford it, hire Arab and Mekrani guards to escort them to the

temples. Captain Lang and myself were fired on by a party of these outlaws in

passing through the jungle on the eastern side, and at the foot of the Girnar.
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I could trace nothing approaching “ Paleshini” in the names by which

the ravine is at present known ; these are the Sirsiliee, Tribenee, and

Sonarekha

,

—this latter, having some allusion to gold being found in

its bed, is curious.

Although I failed to discover the slightest trace of the ancient bridge,

the remains of an old causeway are to be seen near the present one,

crossing the bed of the ravine in a diagonal direction. It is only

traceable for a few yards, but appears to have been connected with

some former extensive work of the kind, as it is again to be seen for a

short extent beyond the modern causeway towards Junagarh. From the

Damodar Kund and temples the Girnar road winds through thick

jungle, the ascent commencing at the foot of the western spur or

shoulder*. Here it is necessary to quit the horse, and take to a rude,

but very convenient conveyance for the purpose ; consisting of a small

square seat, suspended from two short poles and carried by four men.

After a winding and rugged ascent of about a mile, the shoulder termi-

nates at the foot of the scarp, where is a small dharamsdla and

halting-place. Up to this point, the Girnar is connected with the

lower range, and its sides, together with the gorges and the valleys

of the hills beneath, are richly clothed with a most luxuriant jungle,

diversified only with the black rocks, which occasionally appear through

the trees and vegetation. But for the rest of the ascent, the saered

mount rises an immense, bare, and isolated granite rock, presenting all

the gigantic masses peculiar to that formation. The whole face of the

rock is quite black, with occasional white streaks, probably of felspar.

The sides to the north and south are nearly perpendicular scarps ; on

the extreme point of the northern side is an immense pillar or boulder,

which seems as it were poised on its pinnacle, requiring only a slight

force to dislodge it. This pillar is sometimes the scene of self-

sacrifice, and is hence called the Beiru Jhap or leap of deathf . The

noted Jain temples occupy a small ledge or table land surmounting

the scarp, and the wall of a kind of fort, which is erected round them,

is immediately on the edge of the rock. As seen from below, their

apparently very diminutive size has a curious effect. From the dha-

* The whole distance from the commencement of the ascent to the summit of

the Girndr, I found to be 4691 yards, or two miles, five furlongs, and 71 yards.

Its perpendicular height above the level of the sea, is said to be 2500 feet; but

this, I had not the means of determining.

•J.
The belief appears to be, that the. victim will secure to himself the rank of

rdja in the next stage of his existence. The immense number of eagles which

sail round this pillar and the scarp, add much to its apparent height. A poor

wretch had sacrificed himself only a few days before our arrival.

5 s
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rctmsdla just mentioned, to the temples, the ascent winds up the face

of the rock, every trifling ledge or irregularity in the surface of which

has been most ingeniously turned to account, in the formation of a

pathway generally about five feet wide, with steps of masonry : these

latter are said to have been the gift of a rich mahajun from Boondee in

Rajputdna. This part of the journey is calculated to try the nerves of the

traveller, bordering, as the pathway does, upon a perpendicular descent

of many hundred feet : a false step might be fatal ; and it is quite extra-

ordinary to observe the ease and alacrity, with which the bearers turn

the sharp corners and difficult passages in this narrow and dangerous

ascent. In descending, they carry the dooley at a rapid pace ;
but

constant practice has made the road so familiar to these poor people,

that their dexterity banishes all idea of danger. To attempt any de-

scription in detail of the lavish richness in the style and architecture of

the Girnar temples, would be beyond my limits. Commanding, as

the sect does by whom they are erected and kept up, much of the

wealth of India, they have evidently spared none, to make these

monuments of their superstition of surpassing magnificence. The

walls of the fort, to which I have alluded, occupy the whole ledge sur-

mounting the scarp, and within it are eight temples, a dharams&la,

and two tanks*. Of the former, the largest and most gorgeous, though

by no means the most ancient, is sacred to Neemnath, whilst the

others are erected in honor of the favourite saint PauisnathjT. The

figures of the saints, which are very numerous, are generally small, but

there is one colossal image of Rikh ABDEof. There are many

inscriptions on various parts of the temples, recording the repairs and

additions made to them from time to time by the mahajuns. The

original material in all is granite, but the expense of working it being

too great, the repairs^ are now carried on with the stone brought

from below, and quarried in the eastern part of the city of Junagarh.

There are three ancient temples, whose peculiar form, with something ap-

proaching to a Dahgop occupying the whole space in their centre, would

lead to the conclusion that they are of Buddhist origin. The dates

* The largest of these was the gift of king Kumar Pai., Sth of the Choluk

Wunkshi tribe who ruled at Anhilirarruh Patlan.

+ Height from the gadee, on which this figure is sitting, to the top of the head

J3 feet
; length of foot 3 feet. Material, granite coated with chunam.

t Many of these temples have been much mutilated, and one which is now re-

building, was completely thrown dow n by Allah cd deen, styled Khoonie (or the

bloody), who is said to have ravaged Guzerat like Mahmu d of old. The time

of this Muhammadan conqueror is obscure, but at Gxrnir they say about 200 years

ago. I think the temples at Abit suffered from the same person.
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of these, with copies of inscriptions upon them, as well as the traditions

respecting Girnar, and the other noted Jain sanctuaries at Sitrunjih

or Pallitana
,
have been promised me by &jattee, whom I had the good

fortune to meet at Junugarh*

,

and will, when procured, form the subject

of a separate paper. The temples at Girnar are under the care of

Charuns, who spare no trouble to shew strangers all the curiosities of

the place. The month Phahgun (February and March) is the period

of the great annual jattrah at Girnar, when crowds of mahajuns from

all parts of western and central India assemble to visit these shrinesf.

From the temples, to the summit of the mount, the ascent is gradual

and easy, the steps being continued the whole way. A thin layer of

soil upon the surface of the rock, affords sufficient nourishment to the

korumder bush and wild fig
;
the former grows with great luxuriance^.

Several small and detached temples occupy sites to the right and left

of the pathway
; but the only spot of any note, before reaching the sum-

mit, is the Ghai M tilth, a spring of beautifully clear water, which issues,

as the name implies, from the mouth of the sacred animal : some small

shrines are built near it, and it is believed to possess the property of

* There is a small establishment of these men at Junagarh belonging to the

Girndr temples, and from the chapras much curious and interesting matter is often

to be gained ;
they are the only annalists in this part of India, and it is evident from

the perfect coincidence in names and dates, that those Muhammadan historians who

have written on Guzerat, were indebted to the Jain priests and their books (gene-

rally in the Basha), for all the information they possess respecting Anhilwarra

Pattan and similar places. Their annals extend as far back as Patliliputta, and

Chandagutto, Bindusaro, and Asoko are familiar names
;
but here, their chronology

fails them, and beyond the mere names and order of succession they can give no

information. In connection with Asoka’s name, I was happy to have it in my
power to make my friend the jattee (Hasti Wijjah) some return for the assistance

he afforded me whilst at Girndr, by enlightening him on the subject of the charac-

ter on the noted rock, which he confessed had long excited his curiosity. I also gave

him one of Mr. Prinsep’s Sanskrit alphabets
;
with the assistance of this, and his

knowledge of the language, he will he enabled to decipher the edicts of a king, whose

name figures in his chapras.

f Although this is the periodical jattrah, Girnir is always well attended, parti-

cularly by jogies, who take it on their return from Dwarka. The liberal Sudawurts

which are established here, act as no little incentive to these people, and every na-

tural cave or shelter afforded by the rocks in various parts of the summit, is occu-

pied by one or more of the Sunyasi tribe. They come well provided with Sunhs

from Sankudar (island of Bate near Dwarka) and at suu-set the whole hill is made

to resound to their shrill sounds.

J The soil and climate of the Girndr and neighbouring hills, appear particularly

congenial to the growth of the mango. On the eastern side of the former, two

extensive ledges in the side of the mount, are entirely occupied by thickets of this

tree, and are known as the Sasha Wun, 1000, and Lacka Wun, 100,000—referring

to the number of trees in each. The former is said to have been the scene of a

tupusya by Neemna'th, who was also attended by 1000 devotees.

5 s 2
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purifying from sin. The highest point of the Girnar

*

is occupied by an

ancient temple to Mata, or, as it is styled, Ambavee Mata; originally

Jain, but at present u'ed by the Hindus, and the only one they possess

upon the Girnar. From this temple towards the south, the road and

steps lead to a slight descent, from which a view is obtained of two

extraordinary-shaped forks, or peaks of bare granite, which rise from

considerable and detached bases to an immense height, gradually re-

ceding to points at their summits ; they are separated from the Girnar

by a deep ravine, and the farthest and loftiest is surmounted by a small

building, and known as the Guru Dutatri. As seen from this side,

these pinnacles appear perfectly inaccessible
; but the Guru Dutatri is

gained by a continuation of the steps, and pilgrims from all parts of

India traverse this dangerous and often fatal pathway, dailvf.

Without enumerating the many small shrines and sacred spots

on the summit of the Girnar, it will be sufficient to observe, that the

whole of this extraordinary mount, is invested with peculiar sanctity,

the origin of which would seem to be of high antiquity. That the

present system of worship is a graft of the ancient Buddhist faith

which obtained here, there can be no doubt. The Edicts of Pyadast

testify abundantly that the hill of “ Girinagar” and its neighbourhood,

was originally a stronghold of the monotheists, whose form of worship

has now degenerated into the modern system of Jainism.

The neighbourhood of Junugarh has also its share of Muhammadan
sanctity. A shrine called the Dutar, sacred to the memory of a noted

saint, (Jumal Sha'h,) crowns the summit of a hill to the southward,

and is as highly venerated as any in Guzerat. This spot is also said to

have been the scene of some extraordinary austerities performed by

this 'peer, who lived about 100 years ago. The stories connected

with Jumal Shah are vague and contradictory ; by some he is said to

have been buried at Junagarh ; by others Tattah in Sindh, is said to

claim the honor of his remains. But the veneration paid to his me-

mory is extraordinary. At the foot of the hill various lepers and other

persons afflicted with loathsome diseases, have taken up their residence,

and occupy themselves in calling upon the saint’s name to release

them from their afflictions, and restore them to their families ; and I

have seen the Cuteh boatmen make their offerings to this shrine, as they

pass in view of the Junagarh hills along the western coast of Kat-

tywar.

* The greatest breadth of the table land at the summit of the Girnar is only

15 yards.

t One man lost his life, by falling from the steps leading to this pinnacle,

whilst we were on the Girnar.
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-Note on Somndth.

History has given to the idol and temple of Somndth a celebrity that

none other of the places of Hindu worship can boast. The romantic

account of its destruction given by Ferishta, is the circumstance by

which to this day Mahmud Ghaznavi’s career of victory and blood-

shed is most remembered—so much so that even Mill has condescend-

ed to borrow from that historian, the picturesque story of the image

yielding to successive blows of the warrior king’s battle-axe, till his

zeal was repaid by the bursting of the idol’s belly, and the discovery

of the largest and most valuable jewels concealed within its cavity.

The Rozut oos-sufa, a history of higher antiquity* and better autho-

rity than Ferishta, gives an account of Mahmud’s expedition, which

corresponds in the main particulars with that of Ferishta, but omits

this breaking of the image ; nevertheless, as Ferishta says the pieces

were to be seen in his day at Ghaznavi, there can be no doubt the

image was broken, and carried away as a trophy of the conquest.

The account of the idol and temple given by Ferishta is evidently

borrowed from the Rozut oos-sufa , of which the citation of Sheikh

Fureed ood deen’s couplet in explanation of the name Somndth, is un-

deniable evidence. As this work may not be in every body’s hands, it

may be useful to insert an extract rendered into English, for comparison

with the account of the same events which will be found in the

first volume of Colonel Briggs’s Ferishta. The place beseiged by

Mahmud Ghaznavi must have been the city of Patan, the situa-

tion of which on the sea side, as described by Lieut. Postans, exactly

corresponds with the description in both histories, though the name of

the town was lost in the greater celebrity of the idol and its temple.

“ Somndth is the name for an idol which, according to the Hindus,

was lord of all idols. But Sheikh Fureed ood deen Utar, the poet,

says, Somndth is the name of a place, and Lat the name of the idol, for

he has the following couplet

:

j
Jilt tS

“ Historians however agree that Somndth was an idol in a temple

situated on the sea side, which idol the Hindus worshipped, especially at

times of eclipse. More than a lakh of people used to come to it on nights

when the moon was under eclipse : and they believed too, that the

souls of the deceased came to Somndth
,
on first leaving the bodies

they had occupied, and were there assigned to fresh bodies. They

also believed that the sea worshipped Somndth, and the rise and fall

* The Rozut oos-sufa was compiled by order of Ameer Ulee Sheer, between

the Hijira years 900 and 902, A D. 1444 and 1496.
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of the tides was considered to be proof of this. From the most distant

parts of India pilgrims used to come to worship at this shrine

:

10,000 villages were assigned for its support, and there were so many
jewels belonging to it, as no king had ever one-tenth part of in his

treasury. Two thousand Brahmins served the idol, and a golden

chain of 200 muns supported a bell-plate, which being struck at

stated times called the people to worship
; 300 shavers, 500 dancing-

girls, and 300 musicians were on the idol’s establishment, and received

support from the endowment and from the gifts of pilgrims. The Ganges

is a river to the east of Dehlee near Kanouj, which the Hindus be-

lieve to flow from heaven, and into which they throw the ashes of the

burned dead, conceiving that by so doing the sins of their lives are

washed away. Brahmins, drowning themselves in this stream, believe

that they secure eternal beatitude. Distant as the river is from

Somndth, still there were pilgrims employed in continually bringing its

water thither, so that the idol might be regularly washed with it.

“ In Hejira 416 Mahmud Ghaznavi invaded India and destroyed

all the idols
;
whereupon the Hindus said, that the idol Somndth had

in its anger caused their destruction, otherwise the destroyer would

have perished. Mahmud hearing of this, resolved to proceed against

Somndth itself, thinking that, when that most sacred image should be

destroyed, the Hindus would more readily turn to Islam.

“ On the 10th Shaban 416, (12th Oct. 1025,) the king moved

with 30,000 mounted warriors, lightly equipped, to Multan, where he

arrived in the middle of Ramzan, (Nov. 1025.) There, finding that

between him and Somndth lay a wide desert, without water or forage, he

assigned to each trooper two camels, and besides loaded 20,000 camels

with supplies and water. Having thus passed the desert, he came upon

a country full of strong forts, (Ajmeer,) the holders of which mostly

submitted ;
whereupon the king ordered the men to be put to death,

and the women and children to be made captives, and he destroyed

all the idols. Thence advancing, he came to Bhuivara (in Ferishta

NihurwalaJ, which was deserted by its chief and garrison, and Mah-

mud establishing a depot there, continued his march, destroying all the

idols and temples as before, till he came to the neighbourhood of

Somndth, in the month of Zeekuud, (January, 1026.) There he found

a strong fort on the sea side, so situated that the waves washed to the

top of the battlements. The Hindus crowded the ramparts, expecting to

see the Moosulman army destroyed by the idol god for its presumption.

The next day the army approached the walls, and commenced the

assault with such vigour, as the Hindus had never before seen. The
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walls were soon cleared by the archers, and ladders being planted, the

warriors mounted with the cry of ‘ Allah Akbar.’ The Hindus

thereupon turned on the assailants and fought desperately, some fight-

ing, while others went to the idol, and, prostrating themselves, prayed

for victory. After fighting all day, the besiegers retired to their camp ;

but next morning they renewed the assault, and cutting off the heads

of all who opposed them, penetrated to the temple of Somndth. There

the Hindus alternately prostrating themselves and renewing the battle,

maintained themselves till night. Many of them were slain, and many

attempted by embarking in vessels to effect their escape by sea ; but

Mahmud, embarking part of his army, pursued them, and made great

slaughter amongst the fugitives, thus completing his victory. The

temple of Somndth was supported by fifty-six pillars ornamented with

rubies, emeralds, and other precious stones ; each of these pillars bore

the name of a different king of India as its embellisher. Fifty thousand

infidels, and more, were slain round this temple, which was vast in

dimensions, &c. &c.” The history then proceeds with the arrangements

after the conquest.

Lieutenant Postans, in his very interesting account of the present

condition of this temple, seems to be of opinion, that he saw it as it was

left by Mahmud Ghaznavi after his conquest in 416 Hejira or

1025-26 A. D. This, howrever, is not the case. Although the great

image was broken and carried away, and perhaps all the carved images

about the temple were industriously decollated or otherwise mutilated,

still as Mahmud left a Hindu prince of sacred character, called in

the Persian histories Dabishleen, probably Devee Singh, as his

vicegerent at Somndth, it is most probable that the temple was promptly,

if not effectually, restored, for the sake of the revenue to be derived

from its pilgrim tax. The poet Sadi, who lived 200 years after

Mahmud, gives in his Boston an amusing tale of his own adventures

at Somndth ; it commences,

“ I saw an idol of ivory at Somndth, jewelled like the idol Mundt
in the days of superstition and ignorance,” &c. The story is illustrative

of the state of the temple, and of manners, and may therefore be told

with advantage. Sadi, wondering at the folly of live people paying

their adoration to a material without sense or motion, ventures to express

his sentiments to an attendant priest, with whom he has some acquain-

tance. The priest turns upon him in rage, and excites a commotion,

which endangers Sadi’s life
;
whereupon he throws himself upon the
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mercy of the chief priest, stating that, although he had ventured to

express a doubt, it was merely because he desired conviction. The

priest tells him he is a man of sense and judgment, and shall be con-

vinced that this idol is superior to all others, and deserving of adoration.

If he will abide in worship all night, he promises him to see the idol

raise its arm in the morning in adoration. Sadi consents, and gives an

amusing account of the inconvenience he experienced from the pressure

of the unwashed, unsavory crowd. Just before sunrise, the image, at

the sounding of a bell, raises its arm, to the delight of the worshipping

thousands. Sadi assures the chief priest of his perfect convicton, flat-

ters him and obtains his intimacy, till, finding an opportunity when the

temple is empty, he gets behind the image, and there discovers a servitor

concealed, with the rope in his hand for raising the idol’s arm. The man

runs, and Sadi follows, trips him up and throws him into a well :

then, to make quite sure, he drops heavy stones upon him, feeling

that his own life would assuredly be sacrificed, if his discovery were

known, and quaintly remarking t ‘Vj-i n. d, j) tS “Dead

men tell no more tales.” He then hurries away from Somndth, and

returns to Peisia through Hindustan, by a route of great danger

and difficulty, the troubles of which he says he shall remember to his

dying day.

Such is the story, and it shows the temple to have been restored, as

a place of Hindu worship, after its destruction by Mahmud, and to

have remained as such, with something like its former renown, for

200 years after that conquest. It is evident, however, from its present

appearance, that it has since yielded to other spoilers, and has even been

converted at one time into a musjid. The minarets on each side of the

principal entrance, are evidently Muhammadan, and the interior arches

observable in the sketch No. LI. are also no part of the original Hin-

du fabric ; but must have been erected at a much later date, to support

the magnificent roof described by Lieut. Postans, in lieu of the fifty-

six pillars adorned by fifty-six rajas, which were stripped, if not broken,

by the destroyer of the 11th century.

The pundits say, that there is nothing in the vedas, puranas and

other brahmanical text-books to illustrate the origin and history of the

Somndth temple. Its situation on the shore of the Indian ocean, and the

corresponding temple of the sun in Katak, known as the Black Pagoda,

and situated on a like promontory washed by the waves of the eastern

sea in the Bay of Bengal, will not fail to strike the reader. And Aso-

ka’s selection of rocks on the high road to each, for the promulgation

of his edicts, would seem to indicate, that both enjoyed in his day a cor-
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responding celebrity
; and that, through the resort of pilgrims, the ap-

proaches to them afforded the surest means of causing his doctrines

and injunctions to be universally known.

In this number, we coniine our observations to the Somndth temple.

The more valuable relics of Girnar must be reserved for more careful

examination. Lieut. Postans’ report and sketches of the rocks, and

of the valley of Junagarh, will shew precisely the site and outward

appearance of the natural tablets, upon which the edicts of Asoka
have been so carefully and so durably engraved. With that we must

at present be satisfied. The examination of the facsimiles, and their

comparison with the previous readings and printed version of this extra-

ordinary inscription, will be the work of time : and unfortunately the

drawings and facsimiles of Lieut. Postans reached Calcutta the very

day after the discoverer of the key for decyphering this ancient charac-

ter had taken his departure, in a state of health that prevented his giving

close attention to any of his favorite pursuits . He had prepared every

thing before his sickness, for the final comparison which was to be

made on their expected arrival. He had already corrected the version,

printed in preceding Numbers of this Journal so as to have completed,

almost to his perfect satisfaction, the entire restoration and decypher-

ing of this valuable relic of 20 centuries. It remained only to refer

to the facsimiles for a few doubtful letters and passages
; this la-

bour, which to him would have been the work, only of a few hours, will

impose upon any other who undertakes it, the task of mastering the

character and language of the inscription, and of remaking the colla-

tions ab initio. The facsimiles are in the museum of the Asiatic So-

ciety, and the learned and the curious are invited to their examination.

Since the above note was written Mr. Kittoe, who has kindly

lithographed the sketches of Somndth for the Journal, has favored us

with the following note on its architecture.

Note by Mr. Kittoe on the Architecture of the temple of Somndth ,

as exhibited in plates XL. and XLI.

Much pains do not appear to have been bestowed by the “ Faithful”

(who converted the temple of Somndth into a musjid), to obliterate

what still remained of its idolatrous features. The minarets and

domes of the exterior, and the vousoir arches of the interior supporting

them, seem to be the only parts of Moorish origin
;
the pillars now

occupying the interior of the fabric, and supporting the flat portions of

the roof, most probably originally adorned the porches, or “Subhas” and

colonnades, which, even in the present day, characterise some of the

temples of Orissa and lower down the coast.

5 T
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That part of the fabric, represented in plate L. as covered by domes

and flat roofing, is most probably the multangular base of a once

gigantic conical tower, like those of Kanaruc, Jugunnath, Bhobanes-

tvur, and of many others in different parts of the continent of India.

That shape was common to all Brahminical edifices, and is still

adhered to in the present day.

The most curious feature is the perfectly Egyptian doorway, built

within the original sculptured lintels apparent in the plate ; this was

probably constructed when the temple was restored, after its destruction

by Mahmud Ghaznavi.

Plate LI. seems to represent the interior of an octagonal apartment

beneath the principal dome, which appears to have been originally sup-

ported on eight pillars and architraves taken from different parts of the

temple ; these being subsequently found too weak to support its weight,

arches appear to have been turned and built in beneath : the remainder

of the roof, which seems to be supported by pillars of various shapes with

brackets and plain architraves, the style of which is precisely the same

as of those in the old mosques at Jounpur, likewise constructed with

the fragments of demolished temples. Many of the pillars there are

elaborately sculptured
; others again are perfectly plain, as represent-

ed in the plate before us for Somnath

;

but the original pillars of

Mahmud Ghaznavi’s time may have been cased with gilt copper

and jewels, for Colonel Mackenzie in his papers, describes several

columns thus adorned in the Carnatic.

The admixture of Moorish and Hindu sculpture and architecture,

resulting from this practice of converting temples into mosques in tjie

manner above described, gave rise to a style, which might well be termed

“ Indo-musjidy,” for the proportions are as three of the former to one

of the latter.

VI.

—

Population and Mortality in Calcutta.

We are indebted to the same anonymous contributor, who furnished

Capt. Herbert with the statement of protestant deaths, published in the

Gleanings, vol. III. p. 88, for the enlarged table which we now present,

and which, although it must necessarily be uncertain as a foundation for

estimating the mortality of different classes, still, until we have a regu-

lar municipal record of the inhabitants of all conditions, classed by age,

these results may be looked upon as a tolerable approximation to the truth.

V\ e will leave the compiler to make his own remarks on the Mortality

table. I he second table, or that of the population, appears to have been
taken through the thanahs

; and if the Khdneh shumari system be re-

peated every five years or so, we should think that the results compared

would afford a good average.
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Statement of the average rate of Mortality per rent, among the different classes

ofinhabitants in Calcutta per census and Table of mortality

.

Denominations.
No. of

Inhabi-
tants.

Total.
Average

|

mortality

p. annum.

Average
mortality
per cent.

English, 3138
Eurasians, 4748

7884 277 3§ pr. ct. 1 in 28
Portuguese, 3I«1

French, 160— 3341 417 J 2§ 1 in 8
Western Muhammadans, .... 13,677
Bengal Muhammadans, 45,067
Moguls, 527

Arabs 351

59,622 1607 24 1 in 36
AVestern Hindus 17,333
Bengal Hindus, 1‘20,31S

Mugs 683

Low Castes, 19.084
157418 9558 67 J 1 in 16

Armenians, 636 25:f 4*t 1 in 25
Native Christians 49 3§ £4 1 in 14

Chinese, 362
Jews, 307

Parsees, 40

Madrassees, 55
1

The great difference in mortality between the Hindus* and Musul-
mans is striking, while the difference to be observed between the Por-

tuguese, as compared with the English and the Eurasians, is equally so.

Here is much room for speculation, and it cannot be said that as yet

we have as good means of getting correct information upon this subject

as they possess in Europe : nevertheless, we may approach as near as

we can to the point we wish to ascertain, and we may hope to improve

in such statistical records.

The Portuguese, among whom so great a mortality is shewn, are a

suffering race very subject to the catalogue of complaints enumerated

in these papers ; while the English and Eurasians are far more prosper-

ous in life, and enjoy comforts and happiness in a very high degree,

as compared with the former section of society. The mortality of the

English and Eurasians 3^ per cent, per annum, while that of the Portu-

guese being 12^ per cent, is very great. In 1830 I ascertained, and

published, in the Gleanings of Science the burials in Calcutta of Protes-

tant Christians from the year 1820. To shew at that time, that

although the European population must have greatly increased, yet, that

the deaths and burials had not encreased, and now that the same

population is acknowledged to have increased very materially indeed,

yet we see upon referring to the first column of one of the tables, giving

the Protestant burials, for the last 20 years, no increase of deaths.

The years 1833-4, the two years following the sea inundations, shew the

greatest mortality of late years ; while among the native population

those two years, shew an extraordinary mortality. The two last years

shew in respect of both European and Native population that healthiness

* The difference of Mortality amongst the Muhammadans and Hindus may be ac-
counted for by the circumstance that the Hindus of Calcutta consisting of families

include a much larger proportion of Infant life- The same circumstance will ex-
plain the great difference between the average Mortality amongst the Portuguese
aud the Europeans of Calcutta.

—

Ed.
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is restored. The mortality among' the other columns of society, the

Catholic, Greek, Armenian, Hindu Armenian, and Native Christian,

are for the last 20 years, and I believe them to be nearly correct. The
Chinese and the Jews keep no account of their burials ; 1 of course could

not include them, and they form a minute portion of the population of

this city.
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VII.

—

Beport on the Weights, Measures, and Coins of Cahul and

Bukhara. By Nowrozjee Furdoonjee. Forwarded by Captain

Burnes to Government, and transferred to the Asiatic Society.

Now that, happily for the interests of British and Indian commerce,

a more intimate and extensive intercourse is about to commence with

countries adjoining to India, the following humble attempt to simplify

and accurately describe the weights, measures, and coins of Cubul and

Bukhara will not, it is hoped, be thought without use ; the more so,

since the subject has been hitherto left untouched by European mer-

chants and travellers, though a knowledge of it is indispensable to the

scientific and commercial world.

Of Cabul Weights.

General commercial or gross weight.

6 Nukhods = 1 Shahee.

4 Shahee = 1 Miscal.

20 Miscals = 1 Khoord, or Seer i Tabrez.

4 Khoord = 1 Pow or Powee.

4 Powee = 1 Charuk.

4 Charuk* = 1 Seer.

*21 Charuck or i

40 Khoord
Jr

= 1 Muni Tabreez.

8 Seer = 1 Munkhanee.

10 Munkhanee = 1 Khurwar.

6 Munkhanee = 1 Camel load. 1 Not being of a fixed

4 Ditto ditto = 1 Mule or poney load. F proportion these are

3 Ditto ditto = 1 Ass load. ' Siven on an average.

There are two different muns in use at Cabul, viz. :

—

1st. The Mun i Tabreez, which is equal to 21 charuks of this

country, or = 9 lbs. 10 oz. 160 grs. troy.

2nd. Mun i Khanee which is equal to eight seers of this country,

or = 126 lbs. 2 oz. 320 grs. troy.

Themaund of India is unknown, and the mun of Tabreez is evidently

that introduced from Persia, where it is universal.

The seer is also of three varieties and denominations, viz. 1st.

One seer i cabul, which is equal in weight to 504,888 Bombay rupees

or tolas, being found by actual experiment to contain 90,880 grs.,

or = 15 lbs. 9 oz. 160 grs. troy. In like manner I found the miscal

to weigh exactly 71 grains. The latter being the unit of the ponde-
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rary system of Afghanistan and Tartary, I have preferred it for my
-standard by which all the other weights are ascertained with the utmost

precision. There ai
-e 1280 miscals in a Cabul seer.

2nd. Seer i Tabreez, which is only the 16th part of a charuk or

20 miscals — 2 ounces and 460 grains troy.

3rd. Seer i Hindustan, or that introduced from India.

4th. Chooraika are foreign measures, and not much used.

I. The commercial weights of Cabul as compared with British and

Indian weights.

Cabal weights &
their denomina-
tions.

Value in British

avoirdupois weight.

Value in Indian weights.

Bombay and Guzerat.

lbs. oz. grains. mds. seer tola masha ruttee dhan.

1 Nukhoad, 0 0 2.958 0 0 0 l 2 315
1 Shahee, 0 0 17.750 0 0 0 1 1 1.891

1 Miscal, 0 0 71.000 0 0 0 4 5 3.466

1 Khoord or seer,

Tabreez, 0 3 107.187 0 0 7 10 5 1.320

1 Pow or Powee, 0 19 428.74.8 O 1 3 6 5 1.280

1 Charuk, 3 3 402.062 0 4 14 2 5 1.120

1 Seer, 13 15 295.312 0 18 0 10 5 480
1 Mun Khanee,... 103 13 175.000 3 24 7 1 0 3.840

1 Khurvvar, 1038 6 0.000 36 2 14 11 1 2.400

Besides giving the equivalent of the native weights in British Avoir-

dupois weight I have, in the above and other succeeding tables, endea-

voured to draw a comparison with the Indian weights, particularly those

of Bombay and Guzerat, which might if required, be easily converted

into Bengal weights by the following relation.

Bombay and Guzerat. Bengal. British.

3 Maunds > = 1 Mu" °r StanH = 34 lbs. av. or f cwt.
ard Maund, J

4

2857 Seers, = 1 Seer of 80 tolas, = 2057 lbs.

The tola = 180 grains is uniform in all the presidencies.

Goldsmith' s or Jeweller's weight.

4 Pa =1 Nukhoad.

6 Nukhoads = 1 Shahee.

4 Shahee = 1 Miscal.

* This is used chiefly by Hindu grocers in Cabul in purchasing Indian Com-

modities.
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II. Jeweller’s weight compared with Indian & English Troy weights.

Cabul weights. Indian weights. English Troy weights.

Mashas. ruttees. dhans. grains.

1 Pa, 0 0 1.578 0.739
1 Nukhoad, 0 1 2.315 2.958
1 Shaliee, 1 1 1.891 17.715
i Miscal 4 5 3.466 71.000

Measures.

Cloth Measure.

4 Khoord

4 Gheerahs

4 Charuks

4 Pow

= I Gheerah.

= 1 Charuk.

= 1 Guz.

= 1 Charuk i guz.

III. Cloth measure compared with English and Indian measures.

Cabul measures. Indian guz. English inches.

1 Khoord,
Guz.
0

Tussoos.

0.562 0.632

1 Geerah, 0 2.250 2.531

1 Pow, 0 2.250 2.531

1 Charuk i guz, 0 9.000 10.125

1 Guz i Shah, or 36 40.500

This guz is called guz i shah because it was introduced by Ahmed
Shah. It is used for measuring all sorts of cloths, goods, &c., and

is also employed by tailors in their use. It is equal to 11 guz of

Bombay and Guzerat, and measures 401 inches English.

Carpenter’s or Timber Measure.

4 Mooeebur (hai

4 Rujja

4 Payen

3 Teereea

6 Tussoo

4 Charuk

•’s breadth) = 1

== 1

= 1

= 1

Rujja.

Payen.

Teereea.

Tussoo.

Charuk.

Guz i maimar.

This guz is used by carpenters, bricklayers, and masons, and for

timber measuring.
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IV. Timber measures of Cabal compared.

Cabul Measures. Indian Measure. English Inches.

1 Mooeebur,
Bhay Guz

0

Tussoos.

0.019 0.021

1 Rujja, 0 0.076 0.085

1 Paveen, 0 0.305 0.343

1 Teeieea, 0 0.407 0.458

1 Tussoo, O 1.222 1.375

1 Charulc, 0 7.333 8.250

l Guz i Maimar, 1 5.333 33.000

There are only two kinds of guz in Cabal, viz. the guz i shah,

and maimaree, the former, as already stated, measuring 40J inches, and

the latter 33 inches English.

Measures of Capacity.

These are the same as the weights, there being no separate kind

of measures for liquids nor for coin.

Land Measure.

This includes both linear and square measure.

3 Kudums = 1 Biswa.

20 Biswas or 60 paces = 1 Jureeb = also 20 Guz i Shah.

66 Jureebs* = 1 Kroh or Kos.

12 Kos = 1 Royal Munzil or day’s journey.

These measures are uncertain, not being fixed to any permanent

standard : they vary in many parts, cannot be precisely ascertained,

and must not therefore be depended upon. However, the following

comparison may give some idea, and convey a pretty good conjecture

as to their extent

:

1 Biswa

1 Kudum
1 Jureeb

1 Kroh or Kos

1 Munzil

= 3-| or 4 feet.

— 1^ or lj to ditto.

= 70 or 80 feet.

= 2 miles*.

= 24 miles.

Taking 14 or 13 inches for one kudum ,
three of which are said to be

* The assumption of two miles for the kos gives 66jureebs of SO feet, but this is

too much for the ordinary kos.—Ed.

5 U
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equal to one guz i shah, the jureeb is about 60 or 70 feet square, or, if

measured by the guz i shah, it comes to 67 feet, and as a last resonrce :

taking a medium of all thes results, we have one jureeb = 70 feet

square.

Coins.

8 Kourees = 1

4 Kusseera = 1

2 Ghuz = 1

5 Pysa = 1

2 Shahee = 1

2 Sunwar = 1

3 Abassee or 12 shahee = 1

7 Rupees = 1

6 Rupees = l

15 to 18 Rupees = l

20 Rupees = 1

Kusseera.

Pysa, (pookhta.)

Ditto. }
Copper.

Shahee.

Sun war.

Abassee.

Formerly silver but

now imaginary.

Rupee.—Silver.

Tilla.

Boodkee or ducat. 1 ^ ,,
T t , „ , > Gold coins,
ushurteeormohur.

J

Tooman, (an imaginary money

like the Kory of Bombay.)

The rupees and pice are either kharn or kucha, or pookhta, i. e. puk-

ka, and where the former is not specified, the latter is always to be

understood. Their rates are as under.

6 Pookhta rupees = 1\ Kham rupees.

6 Pysa khawm = 1 Shahee, or

72 Ditto = 1 Rupee.

The Tooman i khawm is worth 18£ rupees.

In the time of Shah Shooja and Zuman Shah, there were six pice

pookhta current in a shahee, or 72 pice in a rupee, but they have been

lessened to 60 in a rupee by the present Ameer. The rupees have also

been reduced in weight by the present ruler, for Shah Zumanee rupees

now bring 14 shuhees in the bazar. At present there is no silver

coin of lower denomination than a rupee ; but in the time of the late

monarchs of Afghanistan, the abassee, shahee and sunwars were of

silver. They are not coined any more.

V. A general Table of Cabul, Indian and English Monies and

Exchange, showing the produce of the former country’s currency in

Company’s rupees at the present rate of exchange, t. e. 117 Cabul ru-

pees for 100 of the E. I. Company: and in pounds and shillings ster-

ling, at the commercial par of exchange, viz. 1 shilling 11.51 pence per

1 Bombay rupee, or 195 shillings per 100 Bliav Rs.
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Cabul Cur-
rency.

Metal. Rate per
Rupee.

Value in

currency
pany’s.

Indian
Com- Value in British

Currency.

Weight
in

grains.

Rs. As. Pies. £ s. d.

J Kouree, Shell, 1920 0 0 .083 0 0 .010

1 Kuseera, .. Copper, 240 0 0 .671 0 0 .083 35
1 Ghaz, Ditto, 120 0 0 1.342 0 0 .166 70
J Pysa, Ditto, 60 0 0 2.685 0 0 .333 142

1 Shaliee, Silver, 12 0 1 1.425 0 0 1.666 15

1 Sunwar, Ditto, 6 0 2 2.850 0 0 3.333 30
1 Abbasee, .. Ditto, 3 0 4 5.700 0 0 6.666 60
1 Rupee, Ditto, 1 0 13 8.102 0 1 8.000 147

1 Tilla, (7 Rs.) Gold, 14285 5 15 8.717 0 11 9.097 71
1 Boodkee, Ditto, per 0-0 Rs.

(6Rs.) .. 16,666 Rs. 5 2 .615 0 9 0.048 525
100 0 0 9 15 o

ICO Ditto, 85 7 6.226 8 6 8.880

The old Heratee and Shah Zumanee rupees (out of currency now)

coined at Herat and Cabul respectively in the years 1214, 1216, and

1217 A. H. weigh each 2-| miscals or 178 grains, being only two

grains less in weight than the present Bombay and Madras rupees of one

tola. They contain five grains of alloy. The present Cabul rupee

weighs 147 grs. and contains the same quantity of alloy though it is

less in weight than the former.

Of Bukhara Weights.

Miscals = 1 Tola.

20 Tolas = 1 Pow.

2 Pow = I Neemcha.

4 Neemcha = l Charuk.

4 Charuks = 1 Dooneemsur.

2 Doneemseer = 1 Poot or Pood, (Russian.)

16 Ditto = 1 Mun of Bukhara.

This is the general commercial weight of Toorkistan or Tartary .

The pood is a Russian wTeight used at Bukhara in purchasing Russian

commodities. The tola obtains currency in B-ulkh , Khulum and

Kunduz ,
where it is employed in weighing tea, wax, silk, and grocery.

In Bukhara
,
grains, flour and such other bulky articles are weighed by

the mun—meat, butter, milk, &c. by the charuk ; while sugar, fruit,

ghee, &c., &c., are weighed by the neemcha.

VI. Table of the weights of Bukhara compared with those of Ca-

bul, England and India.

Bukhara. Cabul.
English Avoirdu-

pois weight. Indian.

lbs. oz. drs. Mun seer tola masha ruttee.

1 Mun, 21§ Seers, 278 12 0 12 24 24 11 1.440
1 Doneemseer,
1 Neemcha, ..

if ditto,

5 Khoordor or
17 6 12 0 31 15 6 5.590

100 miscal 1 1 63 0 1 27 2 5.349
1 Charuk, 5 Pow,

3§ Seers
4 5 11 0 7 24 10 5 397

1 Pood, 34 13 8 1 23 3 1 3 180
1 Tola, 4g Miscals, 0 0 6905 0 0 1 8 2.42*
1 Pow,

5 i

2j Khoord,

J 2

0 8 11,375 0 0 27 7 2.674
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Measures.

Cloth Measure.

4 Pow = 1 Charuk = 7 Ditto.

4 Charuk = 1 Alcheen = 28 Inches.

2 Alcheen — 1 Kolach = 56 Ditto.

By the Icolacli, chintz, kurbas, and other cloths are measured. The

Alcheen is a Russian measure.

Land Measure.

At Bukhara, in lieu of the jureeb, another measure called the tuntab,

70 paces square, is used in measuring lands, and for long distances the

sung or measure of three coss, or six miles, is employed in use.

Coins.

Money Tables.

11 Poole Seeah = 1 Meere.

45 Do. or 4 Meeree = 1 Tunga.

21 Tungas == 1 Tilla.

17 Tungas = 1 Boodkee or Ducat.

3 Soum (roubles) = 1 Tilla.

VII. Table of the relative value of Bukhara, Cabul, English and

Indian monies at the commercial par of exchange.

Bukhara. Metal. Weight
iii grains

Cabul. English. Indian currency.

Rs. Shahees P £ s. d. Rs. As. Pie.

3 Pooli Seeah, Brass, 0 0 22 0 0 .144 0 0 1.248

3 Meeree, Silver,

Ditto,

11 0 1 0 0 0 1.586 0 1 1.729

1 Tunga,
3 Boodka*

46 0 4 0 0 0 6.355 0 4 9.913

ducat, Gold, 555 6 0 0 0 9 .048 5 2 .615

3 Tilla*, Ditto, 73 7 0 0 0 11 9-097 5 15 8.717
3 Soom* , Silver, 426 2 4 0 0 4 6.648 1 15 9.904
1 Yarnoo*, .. Ditto, 4 lbs. 4

drs. and

8 grs.

195 0 0 16 5 1.920 166 10 8.000

In Kunduz, Bulk, Khooloom, &c. the currency is exactly as above

stated, with the exception of an additional coin, the rupee (Mahomed-

shaeej, which also obtains currency there. It is larger than the

Cabul rupee and exactly of the size of old Heratee rupee, weighing

on an average 180 grains, or one tola of India. One hundred Koon~

doozee (Mahomedshahee) rupees are equal to 1 IS or 120 Cabul

* For further particulars regarding these coins consult my paper on the Russian

articles brought to Cabul.
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rupees. They may therefore be stated to be at par with the Com-
pany’s and with Nanukshahee rupees. In the same places a kind of

brass coin of a very inferior value, called poochhuk, is also current

;

four of which are equal to a pooli seeah. No rupees are current in

Bukhara.

Of Peshawur.

To the weights, measures and coins of Cabul and Bukhara those

of Peshawur may also be added, as that district formed lately part of

the Cabul dominions, from which it is at present dismembered by

the Sikhs. Besides being situated near the Indus, Peshawur is con-

sidered a great mart of commerce.

Weights.

The weights of Cabul current here during the monarchy have now

fallen into disuse, and those of Lahore have been substituted in their

room by the conquerers. The seer which weighs 102 rupees Nanuk-

shahee, of 21 miscals, each is equivalent to 2 lbs. 9 oz. and 6.147

drams avoirdupois. The other denominations are :

—

I Munkhanee — 40 Seers

16 Chitah = 1 Seer

96 Tolas = 1 Ditto

6 Tolas = 1 Chitah

lbs. oz. drs.

= 109 1 13 English.=29 6147

= Ditto.=02 9384

Jeweller s Weight.

The jewellers here use the same weight as in Cabul, such as the

miscal, nakhod, &c. which are the same in value.

Goldsmith's Weight.

The goldsmiths employ the following in weighing gold, silver,

coins, &c. &c.

8 Ruttees = 1 Masha

12 Mashas = 1 Tola.

This is purely Indian weight and recently introduced from Lahore.

The tolas, ruttees, &c. are nearly of the same value as those of India.

Cloth Measures.

The guj i shahi of 40 inches and Peshawuree guz of 32 inches were

curi’ent formerly for measuring all sorts of cloths, but they have been

recently supplanted by the guz i akali of the Sikhs. It is equal to

37 inches English and subdivided into 16 geerahs.
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The currency of Peshawnr was formerly the same as that of C'abul

;

but since the conquest of it by the Sikhs, the money system has under-

gone a great change and become more intricate on account of the

introduction of foreign coins, such as the Nanukshakee : Nou Nihal-

Sungliee and other rupees. The present money system is described

as under.

Money Table.

4 Kourees — 1 Gunda.

8 Ditto or 2 Gundas = 1 Adhee.

2 Adhees = 1 Dumree.

2 Dumrees = 1 Adhela.

4 Ditto or 2 Adhelas = 1 Pysa.

4 Pysa = 1 Shahee of commerce.

3 Pysa = 1 Anna ditto.

16 Anas or 84 Pysas — 1 Rupee Peshawuree chul-

nee of commerce.

different kinds of rupees current in Peshauiur, with their

weights and relative values, are as follows :

—

1st. Nanukshahee rupee produces in Peshauiur 24 Peshawurree

annas and weighs 170-172 grains.

2nd. Nou Nihal- Singhee rupee, ditto 18 annas, weight 124-130 grs.

3rd. Huri-Singhee rupee, ditto 13 annas, weight 170 grs.

4th. Peshawuree chulnee or of commerce, ditto 16 annas.

3th. Cahul rupees, or of commerce, ditto 21 annas, ditto 147 grs.

The Nanukshahee rupees are at par with the kuldar or Company’s

rupees.

1 13 Cabul rupees are equal in currency at Peshaicur to 100 Nanuk-
shahee rupees.

122 Peshawuree rupees, ditto ditto to 100 ditto.

133 Nou Nihal-Singhee rupees, ditto ditto to 100 ditto.

160 Huri-Singhee rupees, ditto ditto to 100 ditto.

Lahore

,

10th July, 1838.
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VIII .—Ancient Inscriptions.

I.—The first inscription of which we are about to give an abstract

translation, has been obtained and communicated by Raja Dhakma Ven-

kata Aswa Rao, who has been for some time in Calcutta, to urge on

the supreme government of India his claim to the gadi of the raj of Palun-

cha, or Kummummdt, which through some recent arrangements of the

Nizam’s government has been assigned to a rival claimant. The inscrip-

tion is stated to be engraved on a slab about six or seven feet high, which

is to be found close to the temple of Rudradeva at Warungal, the

modern name for the ancient capital of the Telingana rajas, called in

this inscription Arunakunda-pura, or patana. The inscription, that is

its commencement and close, excluding the Sanskrit slokas, is in an

old dialect of mixed Telugu and Oorya. It is valuable as containing

the genealogy of raja Rudradeva, and as showing that the previous

dynasty established at Wurangul, was overcome, and displaced by his

father called Proli raja. The inscription gives an authentic date

also for the reign of Rudradeva in Telingana, viz. 1054 Saka, cor-

responding with 1132 A. D., and shows this to be the raja, called in

the temple annals of Jagannath, Churang, or Chorgunga, who is said to

have overrun Katak, coming from the Carnatic, and to have founded or

established the Gunga-vansu dynasty, in the very year of this inscription,

viz. 1054 Saka. Raja Rudradeva is mentioned as a benefactor of

Jagannath, and Katak is included in the boundaries which are assigned

to his dominions at that period. These are described in the inscription,

as extending as far as the sea to the east ; the Sree Saila ? mountains to

the south ; as far in another direction, which must be west, as Bdka-

taka ; while to the north, his rule extended as far as the Malyavanta,

now perhaps the Malyagiri, mountain, west of Baleswar.

The inscription commences thus :

“ The raja Rudradeva, who obtained the five high titles, and was

sovereign of Arunakunda-pura, king of kings, and lord of all things,

virtuous, and fortunate, of the Kakali race, established the three

Devatas, Rudreshwara, (after his own name,) Basudeva, and Suriya-

deva, in Arunukunda-patana, his capital city, for the continuation and

spread of his dominion, in the year of Saka 1054, and in the year

Chitrabhanu of the Vrihaspati Cha/car or 60 years cycle of Jupiter on

the 13th of Magli, a fortunate Sunday.”

Then follow three slokas, the first in praise of Harz, the second of

Ganesha, the third a prayer to Saraswati. The 4th sloka commences

the genealogy of Rudra Naresuwara as given by Achintendra
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vara son of Sri Rameshwara Dikshita of the Bharadwaja
race.

The 5th sloka mentions raja Tribhuvana, a great warrior, to be the

first ancestor : he was of the Kdkalya race.

The 6th names Mala Deva as chief of the Kdkalya rajas, and a

zealous worshipper of Shiva, but does not mention what relationship

he bore Tribhubana, it is presumed he was the son.

The 7th sloka names Proli raja as the son of Mala Deva, a

successful and illustrious king. The four following slokas allude to

some of his principal achievements. First that he reduced Govind

raja, king of Tailapu ? gave back his kingdom to the king of Erha* ;

conquered and branded the founder of Nddha ? in Mantra-kutnagar,

and because the Erha raja declined to join in the expedition, expelled

him afterwards from his raj.

(Sloka 12.)
“ What shall I say of the victorious Proli raja, through

whom the ruler of Arunakunda (Varangal) with its many districts

was first awed into imbecility, till, taking this raja into his service, he

was soon after expelled from his wide dominions.”

Sloka 13 describes the chief ranee of Proli raja, by name

Mupama Devi the mother of Rudradeva, whose praises follow in

sloka 14.

Sloka 15 mentions Rudra's victory over Doma, a chief whose

power lay in cavalry, and 16, his checking the raja Merha ? and

plundering the Polo. ? country.

17 to 21, describe the ascendancy gained by Bhima raja (half brother

of Rudradeva), consequently upon the death of the Gokurna raja, the

Chorhddoya raja, and the king of Tailapa ; that, inflated with these suc-

cesses, he ventured to defy Rudradeva, who thereupon made pre-

paration to meet him, (sloka 22.)

Slokas 23 and 24 describe the awe inspired by these preparations
; 25,

the burning of the town of Vardhamdnaf .

26 The raja Bhima flies in terror with his family.

27. Is pursued by Rudradeva and the town of Chorhciduya burnt.

28. A large tank excavated there.

29 and 30. In praise of Rudradeva’s prowess.

* The pundits say this is not Orissa which always in the old dialects is written

Oordhu Des.

+ This name might lead to the supposition that raja Rudradeva had advanced
as far north as Burduan, but Choradaya is said to be Tanjore, which shows that the

dominions of Bhima raja lay to the south : the Vindhya mountains are indeed men-
tioned as the northern boundary of this raja's dominions.
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31. The raja Bhima, whose territories lay between Kanchi ( Con-

jeveram)

,

and the Vindhya mountains, sues for protection.

3'2. Praise to Rudra, who adorned and populated Jagannath.

The succeeding ten slokas are continuations of this praise in a very

florid style.

43. Mentions Arunakunda ( Varangal) as raja Rcdra’s capital,

and for three slokas the praises of that city are given ; then follow two

slokas in praise of the king’s horses, and last comes the following de-

scription of his kingdom, in the old mixed Telugu and Oorya dialect.

“ His kingdom is bounded on the east by the salt sea, on the south

by the Sree-Saila (mountains). His royal Lakshmi extends as far as

B&kcitaka ; and on the north she reaches the mountain Malyawantd."

“ This king endowed this place named Madicketapa Nildma Khetaka

,

that it might long remain undestroyed, for the worship of Maheswar,
Ravi Souri (Vishnu), in evidence of his royal duty to the gods.”

EfcnVWillWfjT: |

N* ^ C\

Sj si SJ Nj <4 \J ^ » si

^cT^T?; TT*T
^ s* ^ vj

I cnf^cf f%w
c\

^T3V7TcT
'J si *. C\

^ Wt || \ II

i
wlcTiftcrHiiT

cT^TC^eft

*T*
|| ^ II WT^T5T *jr*f*re* ^IcT%VT^3:

5 x
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^tf^TT SRfacIT TOftfaTTCnfit: I fasRFSpraFSlirTCcT T?^

fg|n5iT*m SJPJ^T ^FTWsraCPrffci Wwir
I! 8 II

TT5TT I

f^T^^T^Ta5 :

II ^ II ^fcfWT TTrtf^WcT

wm*rtrc^ :
i

^rT^T^T^il VQ7jjcfr§TcT^T-JI^f^-H^^ «rwr

ll $ ii
cTcnr^-:

I RT^T^f TfcT

^PT’fT II
'S

|| WIHP
*nwm^a^rfcr tjtw irjrfcf irij

^USTcT 11"^
II

^HTTcT TT^lirT fcxpRV >» > M

Tfrf^^TT^TT^ U «L H

V# S* ^

^Prr Jn?: II

mir^T^cT W^sfr^TIT^ 7TT1?: T?fl!gc!
>J C\ Ni

I ^iTfk^^crcrwT^iTtr^T

’STi'nrcwt TTft^T^rfq- tot** thiNr *n?nr^m «^ r

^I7g^T^^ng?TT^7r<t ^rclWT ^T^TTfT^f^^lf^T

Wf*r *17n^? I STW :

3T<T 3^1»TcT^TWtT^ cf^ ^TfspT f¥ Wf || y

^^T2m^n^^f^cTT ^TTHirtW^T: qftf^?: ^

€iw I ^ ^ wt 'pffa

vw ^ m Tninrfa ^ ^ to cr^nw^TfMI ii h

«T^1TW TOrR^R^!*;*: ^T?T- f^f

r^fefT-W^r
|

f%«3Ec^'yi;T2’SJ^T

W$*TO *ftl ffcITC ^cf3^^t^l^? : ll\8|i
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fsfitn^R3 im
i trill S^irfl ftfsrrsi

*r4f%itg «j eh *ih ^Triif *r ^r *3tr ;
ii ^ || r§^ftrgf*5i^rc

^rr^f^fTr^Ti^JTir^T^ci^Ttr^ RTH^l^r^wx^iTi
c\

’STfa^T II H ¥ft«*T H^Tf^ fiiT ^T uwtonm

TZfJT^^r^cT ^T5ir«i
i
+ii^irc; f%^w^f«r^rni ar^iasr^nr irr=ffts*fi-

*m5T irr aifr n u ^^trew^r^annsiT-

«rf*n#Tii^w^srarerarT^farw%iSi^rgirecT:
i ^tii

TW faWctt T=f iTITWcITfHWcfT T^T ^T^T^fl TW *Tfi«TT ^
citt ^ri^i' ^nri«TT

11
t nm^ftr fhni®?ir f^ar^r

artwT ^4Tfcr^n:^^wtiicr7n^tr^T i w
\»

ftrarar^i vft%2fq- ^mnr^Tf *af5rarr *r iw « *«l nw *r*g
' >»

^rfk^rtr wcr^wif^r wt t:T^Twferfw3r3icTf%ftT

<r«rf^N I wit ^nf^if^t^m;tr^ ^sax f^r

trier: wxftr *r i& u u

tre^ana-entrer •Ttzxr^^igw^^Ti'tiT ^t irrsR

T?%t artier w^ir
i
^ri^TiitT^tnnri^OT^cn^^^^ trw

^T^ficTTToltro^cT^T^IrnTrTT^TlW
|| ^ || *ft*T

jg-tr^r ^ff^ef ^r^^^cijirf^rtmT?;^

*wra:aiT3f
i

tn^i^Tcrfttr^iTTr^cRT wreii ifrfwcr:
> V

*TW^TtnjTif^Tcp Wr f^jfcv-
\\ \\ h wr^f

ftranroniriraanr

ilit^Tci:
I

aiTO: fWT

^n^Or ^UfcT f^J^T: || ^ || ^ran«r-

art^arir trf^r ^rfti^antr tri^T^^if tjaufir

irfcTHtrwf^crT vfteciT
i

^mac^arsrsiT

5x2
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cft^rr: ii ^ ii Trar ^fenrgaxxfasr wzjfm arrsri

5x^?xxi?fcr*n I towx ax‘^j?aTT«x«rcx'a[f

srzrti ii Ri ii ^TjiTf^ft^iawTraf^crw vxt^x

T&W fay^X^: I ^VT^»TTS^Tcn^t^W»riT^f

fall^X cf?^ SRJX faTTO:
II ^ II

cXcT ^^X^T ^T ^TJIT^T

^x^f aj^nn-rr^^ vm^araxaftax^Tcxt
i

^WTfai^xaxa^xaft

wrxwtwtt^^ra^f^ciT^ u ^ it ^«rre

’W w ^JTfT^X^^fT cT^XatXJT^XTf^ aTfcT

|| V? II ^aSTT^^^X^^^fg^cf^^TfsiTXW^tnx^^T^I^

far ^ag^f f%sfT^T: I firx^xfcT^ng^cT: *rax

^^flarax aixaxaire f^T^fan^fTWcX^? II H

^ir^T^U' W^P»TO^^RI#W!ftr ^TcTXX^firr^r^

3JXXX amTOH?^
|

?W(i TJT

fNifafanra arculi:
ii v ii *rnsfaras^faa«m«r

Ol^X VrfcTTQ: xxxf^hxx aj^j ^X^-TX^TXcXT ^ |

afxfjrfaxm ^^^artt^TT^x axT^xf^t ixan^w cw^x ^j^trfax

^rXHT^Wf^ax:
|| ^ ||

?isX #lfax ara^ai ^^IcXT^rf^tT

HXsiaf ^c^T *xag ^xfn ^cxfax ax^r^x ^ af^xxax^
i ^n^ff

^^ilTXaX Sfr^X tV^TVTT^PT fT^re^pTXfa

ax^Txaiait ^xiara:: u ^ \\
agarwrfartr aix^rfsxfa^xa;: wx^wr^r

Wt^^garx«T^T g-^TXai^^fgWlf
| axianiTOfa’crXaiBNf

'sgilX HI^Ttfa^TOX^ 5 ^Wof^TXaxfci:f^rcTXf%^IXcXTaX^:^ai

Ijxfahrs II ^ II
^TSTX^flXaT«TX f«ia;^aia:^i^iIX :^' *i

:cI?n'3X<X: xr^

vzg*\Tt^vnTtft*\ I ^xft^faax^rwRmaw

farcxx’abx^T ift^T^aanwTsr^^T ^w*x h $8 h

^rcxax axar^tr^ifarxcT'Wfa»T^f^f%crHirT^Ta:vfxa;xfHa:xaT: i
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^f#?T HHTHfa 3Tlt 3jf% HTWTfHHTHfHfa^ TOtWB

XiT^fjT^fcT^i H IHTfSfa ^ ht^h II ||

f^Hl^TcTHTTlH^H-e^^Trit ^fc^ STHTcT sfRH
| HI#

^ V» V. ^

fW^ff're «T HWlfTI HH^t=RW
|| ^ ||

^J«T ^^TWSlfa

||
ifHWIW^cnreRfa ^THRTfH^

si V*

Hc^^T^T^HlitRtltfilH^fH^^HfcT: HTWH II ^ || ITTHTHTftl

HlrRlftr H^cfT^P^tlfcr ^Tsfl^lTHHfcf HHW’f^flT W
^UTHTfq H*T xft^T- "SI^ ^IR: H3RT: rer

HTSfHT:
||

^<L
||

ffr^iar

^HTfl§H %I3ta^WTgTH7fRW W^TIRH 4^‘tRfVRT

in#t^H#T 01^: I
HT^sf ^HTRrfeTWRftT

^T^TORT HT®I Hef
|| 8« ||^ ^ si

^RcT^re^R W2*R #T^#<sr*RRrfcT

M ^ M si ».sj n

iftcP fT^Tf# 5IHT

^TR^IIR || 8\ II XTC^THfgRTTf^tfH H5R HtTIOi

33?H TTfcTcflfH HTHf^HcniipHW I HW ^TelfH

^^crafreT ^TcRR# cRT UR'wJT fsnrefsR^

mf^T' II 8^ II cT^nW^H%T7!i^TH^7r# ^TH-
| cf^Hf

Vttf HT TfcTHcff I^RHRTfRcTT HTl*sffa ^ f^zjg
s* si

flHIHflcn WTf^^TTHTfHcIT II 8? || H3R%cTTOH

^T#^#^WWIH^H:3IHTlSr- I ^il^sr^Rt^HT f?T5f

^RHTHT
|| 88 || fl^STWNr

Si

f^r^T^HTHTs ^fter- ref# rein refer : ^fere
| nsarfH^ci

H*Rff%1R^RRTf*Rlf^cT
|| 8H II 3RI7I1?
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XT ^mcTFR^TcT^T :
| ^4t

feih f^T f%ZT^T
\\ 8tr ||

5TTfcT^TfrfcT taHW tT^ffTfcT ^T TTlftfcT ^TDTm XTl^^^fcf

^t I ^«i?r

Tif%rf^*r n «

TTT^Ji: | ^TW^VTRcITIfT^^wr^nT^I ^^fsfTcTCafftP XT^

ii ii ^:tw smat ^xii^ir^*;xrshri*r^ ^tfbrr

^ u^^fcT *pxt wmi irrafat

fs^t ^itsrmcizfasrfacn idtc h b.l g

*^TOfa^^Wr^T*f^tsqf^raT*ri§3^
| xfa

Hlfcxnt fmt ^^iwq-WcT^cTt II
<^»

II ICTfR* iTT^T

^X^TX^xim fafecT II

II.—The next abstract translation we shall present to our readers is

of a very old copper grant, made by a raja of the Gajjara race named

Prasanga raja, grandson of Samanta Datta, and which bears the

date of the full moon of Kartika in the Sambat year 380—A. D. 323.

The seal of copper has the grandfather’s name.

This very ancient and curious grant is one of several communicated

by Dr. A. Burns from Kaira in Gujrat. Dr. Burns gives the follow-

ing account of the manner in which the Tamba-patras were found.

“ The Plates, of which I enclose a copy” (he subsequently sent also

facsimiles) “ were found in the town of Kaira, about ten years ago.

The river Watrua runs close to the walls on the north-west side, and

was the cause of the discovery by washing down the walls and earth-

They had been handed about the country among the natives for trans-

lation, it being supposed they were connected with some deposit of

treasure. At last they were brought to me by a Fakir, of whom I

purchased them.” Dr. Burns has sent transcripts and facsimiles of four

plates, all of the beginning of the fourth century. That we now give

is No. 4, and not the most ancient ; but it was the first decyphered by Mr.

Jas. Prinsep, and transcribed by him in Devanagari. The original is iu

the character of the fourth line of the alphabet plates of this volume.
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corresponding with that ascertained from inscriptions and coins to have

been in use in Gujrat at the period of the date of these grants. Their

antiquity is thus assured, but part of the singularity of this particu-

lar one consists in the style of the eulogium of the raja and his an-

cestors who made the grant, every word of which has a double meaning.

The grant is in Sanskrit prose, upon the model of the Kadamvari by

Bana Bhatta, and has been explained and commented upon at length

by the Pandit Kamalaka'nta, who regards it as a wonderful com-

position. It is impossible to give this explanation in these pages, for

the eulogistic part of the grant, being in this double-meaning style can-

not be translated, the English language not admitting of the same

amphibologies.

The play upon words commences from the first sentence, which

plainly translated implies, “ There w7as a person named Samanta
Datta, born with fortunate auspices in the royal race of Gajjara;”

but these wrords admit also of translation : “ There was a boundless

ocean named Gajjara,” and this original double meaning has led to the

use of epithets and qualities for the raja, which will hold equally, with

different meanings, as applicable to the Gajjara ocean. After wearing

out the ocean amphibology, serpents, elephants, and women are pressed

into the service by the ingenious conveyancer, who drew this deed ; and

it is a pity that such a happy device for multiplying mystifying words

cannot be more fully explained, for the benefit of the practitioners in

Chancery lane, who might find their advantage in imitating it.

Our business however is with the matter of the grant, and the his-

torical facts deducible from this very ancient record. Dismissing

therefore the prefatory eulogy to Samanta Datta of the Gajjai-a

line, who will be admitted to be a raja without such proof, the grant

proceeds :

“ His son was Vijaya-bhatta, whose other name was Vita raja,

who was beautiful like burnt gold,” &c. &c.

Then follow his praises in the same florid amphibologistical style :

The close is peculiar : “His personal beauty prevented not the maturity

of his good dispositions, nor his youth the practice of strict morality,

nor his wealth its generous distribution, nor his triwurga (that is

his enjoyment of love, morality and wealth), the practice of austere

devotion
; his exercise of sover eignty prevented not his delighting to

show mercy, nor his living in the Kali yog the possession of all virtue.”

We come now to another historical fact. “ His prosperous son

named Prasanga raja Datta, who covered the airy sphere with the

canopy of his fame like water-lilies blown to fullness by the beams of

the full moon,” &c. &c. &c., “ and who proved his possession of winning
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grace, by bringing angry women to love him through the force of his

bowing and sweet words,” &c. &c., “announces to all possessors of estates

in their own right, and to all managers of the royal lands, and to the vil-

lage proprietors^—Be it known to all of you,” (a conveyancer of the pre-

sent day would write “ Now know ye,”) that we (the said raja Pbasanga
Raja Datta) in the full moon of Kartik, out of respect for those who
are versed in the four Vedas, and consecrated with (holy) waiter,

have presented to A. B. (the names are not legible) inhabitants of

Girisha padraJca in the district of Angkureswara, and to B. C. the

village named Sh'is/ia padruhanlash, for worship of the five Jagnas

,

Bali, Churn, Buiswudeva, and Agnihotra, and for increase of the virtue

and fame of our father, our mother, and ourself ; that the said village with

all the rich produce it affords, may be enjoyed by the said grantees,

their sons, grandsons and posterity, as long as the sun, and moon, and

the ocean, and the earth shall endure.

“ After this, let future rajas of our race, or of any other race, that

may desire to secure to themselves the eternal fame, beautiful as the

moon-beam, which attaches to donors of lands, reflect that life and wealth

are fickle as waves of the sea urged by a strong wind
; while fame, earned

by good deeds is durable without limit
;
and so let them respect this

grant, and confirm the grantees in possession. He only, whose mind is

blackened by the darkness of ignorance, will resume it, or be pleased at

seeing others molest its possessors—reckless of the guilt of the five

deadly sins, and of other heinous crimes, as described at length in the

Veda Bijasa.

“ He who grants lands, lives 60,000 years in heaven
;
but he who

confiscates or resumes, or allows others to do so, is doomed to hell for

a like period.

“ The resumers of grants become as black serpents that dwell in holes

in the Vindhya forest. The earth has been enjoyed by many kings, as

the Sagara raja and others, and each in his turn has ruled as a despot

lord of all. But what generous man will take again the grants made by

rajas who have gone before him, and whose gifts are like wreaths of

flowers once used, spreading the fragrance of a good name, and of the

reputation for wealth and virtue*.

“ By the order of the raja’s owm mouth this grant has been written

by Rewa, a servant well tried in peace and in war, in the full moon of

Kartika of the Sambat year (of Vikramaditya) 380.”

* The correspondence of the terms in which this grant closes, with the latter

part of the grant obtained by Mr. R. Jenkins in Chattisgarh, as given in

vol. XV. of the Asiatic Researches, will not fail to strike the reader. The cha-

racter of that grant seems to be of higher antiquity than was then assigned to it

by Dr. Wilson.
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irtT^im^^xT^Tr^uTTl^fcT ^cTcurf^^ff

2 crrevi ^*4 jaKt4^T?^a^fcT ttwt:

•STOfaTO TTtr^T OT^^rffcTT

3 tiw*r*rfjnf*;|

f%ftrc:f*T^ TOren^Rre

iPfr^Tr: irfMMwi«reN ifaf^cnrerw

5 f^fawftir^f^f%7Tf%cT

6 TT^TH^fcfT ^^fcf^Ki5iTTTf^%fTr^ciT^Tf%Trf^ci

VI vJ

7 g^:^iT^w:fT^^T irm t%W3TT^tfnr^^T^i^3Tcitn;Tf^
># C\ ^

JT^rsiZV' ITJT^rg TO^T^Rcf

8 TOTO
^ci crTi^f%cTxr<ir^^tT: ^r^iff<ricTWT

^ TTRTcimiTf^TO

10 wrr^-?rr: cm^i^^rff?i fw^faciT fwrirur

WKTTOTlOTfat 'SCficfTOTOfW fl^TOTW^f

11 ^lOrii %wrawTO*s STcrf^TW^r^T

«r tr^wtrei i
f^rwz

12 infriTi^ *r sr-^t^chtt i ^TTO^Nnrc^4f%rei'rtrT*R
C\ "*

«r^n *r%^trr ^ ^nrorecroT I
totott

13 JT^tT f^TTO^TClcRT ffWTxfif «T ^'Erqf^TCcJ'ST | TO^
>#

TR$ITT! io*l*;TO^ fsr^T^T f%T^f^cTTf%*juT

1 4 ^T^^^fitri^Jncf^T TO I *TWOTTTO I
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15 TJWK''

16 fcrcftrc^snr*

•gft^rft? ftft??rci??cpn*T7r: *?
C\

17 ?»JT*Tf*r?T- ?r*T*Tft?w? innwfi *« frmic

ft? ^^?T^Vn?T H%?$ft?re?^%T*2cT?i

18 ^W^TTT^^TftcTg-VTT?! mftm T? *?: -ET^r??#?

f?*rftrf?Vr?#? ^r^T^-ftftiTffl vm
19 uiiift? wa t? st^t? : lift:? t?t

3RT^^TI*m% ft«TcT^^T^;W?: *t?i*f

20 ft^I^lftr^????: ?i#t??t^i: uw^ft??^r?fti?m^

*T?T?TXrft5T?^ •TT^TT ^TW

21 3:<R(W8R:t%cn uf??^ W?T 5

erc5TTf»fa T? tmiftwi:

^ifsRimnBT: ^ftcTf?*T*T ?ftfTT^I?Tft[?l ?T*TOTO?r?r5ft

22 ?^i?rr?5??nft3nT ^T^^i^^?i?^qr^^r?

?r??1?i^nnm^Tiftr?T: iftrfireracf
d c\

23 ?Wlftl^?3r???TftTTX!ir^?Tf?f^??'^ ?Tc?ir?T? ?ct^r

fgxTT’j?fcrf?i7?T?Tn;r^risi: reift ?v ># ^

24 ?;?ft?KTft?T? ?T??

?r^rr^T f?*r?:s?T??q ft?*?;

25 5HJ <& =^T% ^ft^TT%T ^T5I?ftcT^ftfr^^7Ti *T3T*T????sT

ft"”TcT cf?*T?

26 ^5??r?^ftcT?in*r?i^i??f?r?n: fts

<nr? ^rr*r?r ft-?

27 ftTTWftf^I imi?T ??ft?T[ft 7T?
<4

snnTiT^crftftT
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29 *• Tfttw

ijfqfifacT

31 ^*rrei f%?r^!if^¥ir^T^ci^^f^f%f?reOrw *ra-

f^TTcT ^r. ITOH:
32 $*NftR3T^r HTWT ^Wrf W^r^^-JI'Erf^^TrTHTf^

vi >*

TTW Lists’: tlXTft^:

34 ^pafepntlTW (^fearfafosrrfailf^T XTf^ffcllwf*Tf^

fwsrre ^nspfiratre

37 inwfF^Tfr cr^n=f^r ^tert

?

iw*ra-^x*!i^fa*rcrT^r

w^nxiftsrx^RsmTftr iwf fecnfxf^^

38 ^Tr^Tftr wfir^Tfir fir^n? vfii tmr ^nTJn*iirrsrt

^ffrarnr ws ^
39 trs *rfi^r ^jpf^re*ref*nn*g Tir^t

*rifcre*fa*: ^I%3gW3nar^TTCTO9T

^ ^T?T f?

5 r 2
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TT^^^T^^lf^tT(^WTWTWmc?TfTr^T'?:T7fT^^ TJ

43 wricifw^^r

ssrTTTrfTT^TJnTf^f^ri

45 tVf: *lfa[3rcfTO

TTT^TfjIcT^ ^1 ^r^T^fcTfa^tr^^Hcrsrfh

46 TTf^^nTrfw^rr^^ ^TTO^^xNf*n^TTxn<r4n frrirm-

cft ^W' ^JTcl^W^ VfTTTO i^lfN

47 || ^f^T^fcT Wf^: ^^(TT tTT^

sFTwIT ^ cfT^
||

48 *n$ff^lTOnf*R! ®WT€^T f? WTTO vrf?TTr^ V ? R

^fa4w to ^T-srfVf: ^^ifrTvr: im n

49 ^rar*rw to tot^ ii ^n«fh? toOt to
0\ x

^TftTOTO^’srofir i

50 froif* % *rr?r srni: xrTO^ft^OT ii stto^toi *fN

f^ ^rf<r^g«fpi^TOt f^rfew

51 i #nj0^rrfc?^^T f^r

sff*:
5TOnm*RTO ^l^cT^T3T^^T: fWTXf ITCHTOTO H

S1TTOTO

to^ ftTO7rmTO*n ^-srearc:

TO 1^; nsrrTOar: m^iTOr ajfarro
Note .

—The marginal numbers mark the lines of the copper plates. We owe Dr.
Burns an apology for not transferring his copy, which is perfect, to a lithographed
plate. In the following number we propose to give another of these grants in its
original shape, that the character may bear its own testimony to their antiquity

;

but time, and the number of other plates has prevented the doing so with this
specimen.
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IX .—Proceedings of the Asiatic Society.

Wednesday Evening, the \4th November, 1838.

The Hon’ble Sir Edward Ryan, President, in the chair.

Before proceeding to the general business of the meeting, the President

rose and stated, that he held in his hand a letter from the Secretary,

Mr. James Prinsep, the substance of which must be a source of deep

regret to every member of the Society, for every one must feel the loss

the Society had suffered in the departure of its Secretary, Mr. James

Prinsep. He assured the meeting, however, and he spoke on the autho-

rity of a conversation he had with Mr. Prinsep, before his departure,

that this gentleman’s absence from India would be but for a short period,

and that on his return he would be ready to take the same interest, and to

display the same zeal and anxiety, which had so honorably distinguished

his discharge of the important duties he had undertaken in connexion with

the Society. The President said, that the objects of the Society, had un-

der Mr. Prinsep’s able superintendance, been prosecuted with a vigour,

which had added largely to its credit and reputation
;
and that the results

produced in every department of science and literature, for which the Socie-

ty was indebted chiefly to its Secretary’s activity and varied powers, had

sustained its character in a manner, rivalling the periods when it de-

rived renown from the labours of a Jones, a Colebrooke, and a Wilson.

The President took occasion to add, that, in the time of Mr. James

Prinsep, and on his proposition, the name of the Society had been associ-

ated with a monthly periodical, established by the late Captain Herbert,

originally under the name of the Gleanings in Science. The work was

afterwards extended and ably conducted by Mr. Prinsep himself; and at

his suggestion it was resolved in 1831. that so long as this periodical should

be conducted by a Secretary of the Society, it should bear the title of

“ Journal of the Asiatic Society under that name, it had been since con-

tinued by Mr. Prinsep with very distinguished success to the present day.

The Society had no property in the Journal, and no right to prevent

Mr. Prinsep from separating it again from the Society, and conducting it

on his own account
; but he had no such intention. He (Sir E. Ryan)

had ascertained that Mr. Jas. Prinsep had made arrangements for its

being continued to the end of the present year from materials in hand
;

and after that, he meant that his series should be closed
; but he had no

objection to the Society’s continuing the periodical by the same name
under other management as a concern quite independent.

Now he (the President) believed, that all the members of the Society

would regret exceedingly that a periodical so established, and which had ac-

quired such credit and consideration, should be discontinued. He trusted

that it would be resumed by Mr. J. Prinsep himself, when he returned
to India; but in the mean time he should submit to the meeting the
propriety of taking into consideration the possibility of making some
arrangemen to carry it on during Mr. Prinsep’s absence.
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Having premised thus much, the President stated, that he should read

to the meeting Mr. James Prinsep’s letter, placing the situation of Secre-

tary at their disposal : but as he had no doubt it would be the unanimous

feeling of the meeting to desire to retain Mr. Prinsep in official con-

nexion with the Society, he should not consider this letter as an absolute

resignation, but should propose a resolution, and submit arrangements

founded upon it, which would enable Mr. Prinsep to resume the office on

his return to India.

The President then read the following letter:

To the Hon’ble Sir Edward Ryan, Kt., President of the Asiatic Society.

Hon’ble Sir,
Being compelled by ill-health to proceed to sea and eventually to Europe, I have

taken my passage on board the Herefordshire, with the intention of being absent
from the country for two, or perhaps three years. I am thus under the necessity of
placing at the disposal of the Society the situation of its Secretary, which I have
filled for five years.

It is with great reluctance and regret that I thus separate myself from a body, with
whom I have been associated in labours of much interest and utility, whose favor

has encouraged ray zeal, and through whose credit and reputation in the world, I

have obtained the means of making generally known my own humble efforts in the
cause of science, and my not unsuccessful endeavours to explore the antiquities of the

country, to whose service we are devoted.

But the disability of sickness is an accident, to which we are all liable, and from
which there is no resource, but in temporary departure to a better climate. I am
thus compelled to leave my incomplete labours to be perfected by others

; and to

relinquish the place I have held in the Society, that provision may be made for its

competent discharge uuder the failure of my own power of longer rendering useful
service.

I have the honor to be, &c.
\st November, 1838. (Signed) James Prinsep.

Proposed by the President, seconded by Mr. Curnin, and unanimously

resolved,—That the resignation of Mr. James Prinsep be not accepted;

but the Society hope that he will return to resume the situation of Secre-

tary, which he had filled so much to the credit of the Society for a period

of five years.

Resolved,—That the President communicate to Mr. James Prinsep the

desire of the Society, that he shall not consider himself as having vacated

the situation of Secretary to the Society ; and express the hope, that on his

return to India he will resume the situation of Secretary.

That, during the absence of the Secretary, a temporary arrangement

be made for conducting the Secretary’s duties, the same to cease upon his

return and resumption of the office.

That, during the temporary absence of Mr. James Prinsep, the Rev.

Mr. Malan, Dr. O’Shacghnessy and Babu Ramcomul Sen be requested

to act as joint Secretaries of the Asiatic Society.

That, for the purpose of carrying on the financial affairs of the Society,

a committee be appointed, consisting of the President, the Secretaries, and

Mr. W. P. Grant.

That the Secretaries of the Society be requested to report, whether at

the expiration of the current year they are willing to carry on a new series

of the Journal of the Asiatic Society, and submit to the next meeting a plan

for that purpose.

Mr. James Middleton, proposed at the last meeting, was balloted for

and duly elected a member of the Society.
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Read a letter from Lieut. J. Duncan, acknowledging his election as an

ordinary member of the Society.

Ditto from Monsieur Jaubert, President of the Geographical Society

of Paris, acknowledging his election as an honorary member.

Library.

Read a letter from J. Bell, Esq., Secretary to the Agricultural and

Horticultural Society, forwarding, for presentation on behalf of the Society,

three pamphlets. Nos. 1, 2, and 3 on Cochineal.

The following books were presented :

Notes on the Agricultural and Rural Economy of the Valley of Nipal, by Dr.

A. Campbell of Nipal—by the Author, through the Hon'ble Col. W. Morison.
Barometrical and Thermometrical Observations

—

ditto by ditto.

Hourly observations during the last summer at ditto

—

by ditto.

Memoires sur Quelques Coquilles Fluviatiles at terrestres D’Amerique per

Stefano Moricard, Ceretrail des Memoires de la Societd de Physique et d’Histoird

Naturelle de Geneve, 1833-34—by the Author.

The Oriental Christian Spectator, October, 1838—by Rev. J. Wilson Bensley,
Madras Journal of Science, No. 20

—

by the Madras Literary Society.

The following from the Booksellers :

Lardner’s Cabinet Cyclopedia (Biography), Eminent Foreign Statesmen, vol. 6-

Ditto ditto (History), Greece, vol. 5.

Torrens’s Translation of the book entitled The One Thousand Nights and One
Night, vol. I., five copies—subscribed by the Society.

Literary and Antiquities.

Read a letter from Mr. Secretary Prinsep, forwarding copy of a Re.,

port on the Weights, Measures, and Coins of Cabul and Bukhara, compiled

by Nowrojee Furdoonjee.

[Note.—This Report is printed in the present number of the Journal ]

Lieut. G. C. Hellerigs, presenting his translation of certain chapters of

the Akhlaqi Jallilee, from the Persian into Hindi and English.

Read a letter from Mr. W. T. Lewis, dated Penang, 12th Sept. 1838,

forwarding a piece of the metal of which the bell at Malacca is composed,

and stated, from what he had learnt from the artists, that the metal in

question was supposed to contain a large portion of gold.

Drawings of the Siamese Emperor were presented by Mr. J. Low.

Three copper coins of Ceylon were presented by Mr. Layard.

Physical.

Read a letter from Mr. Secretary Prinsep, forwarding a list of the

ornithological specimens collected by Dr. Helper during his sojourn in the

Tenasserim Provinces.

A letter from Capt. G. T. Graham, offering to take charge of such

specimens of natural history as the Society may desire to send to his

Highness the Pasha of Egypt.

Resolved,—That the thanks of the Society be presented to Capt. Graham
for his kind offer, and that he be informed that the Society has nothing

at present worthy of being presented to his Highness the Pasha.
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